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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 BACKGRO.UND INFORMATION
Early in 1965 Eitel-McCullough, Inc., (now the Eimac Division of Varian
Associates, Inc.) developed the 5K70SG amplifier Idystron for use in the unified
Shand communications system. The 5K70SG was to provide communications for
the Apollo moon exploration program. Bandwidth requirements (10 MHz, I dB)
imposed on the 5K70SG were then, modest and easily achieved, and from 1965 to
date the 5K70SG has demonstrated creditable field performance.
In 1971, system requirements indicated that an amplifier with 22 MHz,
1 dB bandwidth would be extremely useful, if . not; mandatory, in supporting various
lunar missions. separated infrequency by 17 MHz. The 5K70SG requires field tuning
to accommodate this frequency span. A development contract, NAS5-20307, was
awarded to Varian to modify the 5K70SG to provide the desired 22 MHz bandwidth.
The work was successfully completed in a five-month period; and a modified tube
was delivered. The type designation for the new ldystron was 5K70SG-WB. This
9
klystron was both physically and electrically interchangeable with the 5K70SG.
In 1972, because of expanded system requirements and the need for more i
sophisticated tuning methods, a new contract was awarded Collins Radio of Dallas,
Texas (NAS5-20375) to provide the necessary system upgrading. The project bc- f
came a joint effort involving Collins Radio, Varian, and the Summit Engineering
Corporation of Bozeman, Montana.
The purpose of the project was to provide a ldystron amplifier-tuner
package that would:
1. Extend the existing hand coverage, 2090 MHz - 2120 MHz, to a new
band covering 2025 - 2120.
2. Provide a 22 MHz, 1 dB bandpass at any place within the extended	 ^
i4
3.	 Provide the 22 MHz, 1 dB bandpass by means of a puslibutton
activated, remotely controlled tLuAng device.
-h elec-The new Idystron amplifier was to be directly intereban'geable bot
tricaUy and mechanically with the 5K70SG, and the remote control tLuiing device
compatible with the 5K70SG focusing magnet.
All tasks were successrully completed -in early 1974 with the dulivery of
one retrofit transmitter. The new klystron. amplifier designation was SK70SK;
the remote tuning unit was Summit En eering Corporation's Model 8191A stepCrin
ttuier. Itwas this develo-ment workwhich led to the iiresent contract.
1, 2 PRESENT PROGRAM OUTLINED
The primary and major effort of this prograin was the production and
deliver of 44 amplifier klystrons 26 remote timing units and appropriate sparey	 t3
parts to service the tuning units. Several additional tasks were con pleted durhig
the report period along with normal engineering and production tests. The 'Lonowing
detailed discussion of the program includes Ole items listed below:
1. Electrical and niecbai-dcal spccifications
2. Results of cavit, tuner cycling tests
3. Results of envineering tests (DVT)
4. Designi changwe to meet specification
5. Installation procedure
6. Operating and ttuiing procedures
7. A relifibilityanalysis of the amplifier klystron.
2.
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2. ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL SPEC^i^` -1jr., QNS
The electrical and mechanical performance specifications given for tre
5K70SK amplifier kiystran and remote tuning units are outlined below.
2.1 BROADBAND KLYSTRON - ELECTRICAL
n,
2.1.1 Tuning Range
The tube shall tune from a, center frequency of 2031 MHz to
2116 MHz.
2.1.6 Load VSWR
The tube shall meet all performance specifications operating
into a load with a VSWR up to 1.1:1.
2.1.7 Input VSWR
The tube shall meet all performance specifications with a source
input. VSWR up to 1.1:1.
2.1.8 Random AM Noise
Random AM noise shall be at least 60 dB below carrier output level.
2.1.9 Spurious Output
All spurious output signals (excluding harmonics and AM spectral
lines) shall be 85 dB below the carrier output reference level.
2.1.10 Lineari
With a 2 kW level output produced by each of two separate simultan-
eous tones, separated in frequency by 1. 5 MHz to 24 MHz, all inter modulation
products shall be at least 30 dB below the 2 kW reference level.
I	 2.1.11 Output Power Stability
Power variation over a 24 hour period shall bo less than + 0.2 dB.
2.1.12 Warmup Time
`
	
	 The maximum time from initial turn-on to power output shall be
five (5) minutes.
4
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2.1.13 Efficiency
i
Ydm- mum efficiency shall be 37 0/, at 24 kW output, 17% at 12 k-W
output, and 1.5% at the 1.2 kW level.
f
2.1.14 Filament Supply
Filament power requirements shall not exceed 7.5 Vdc at 13 A.
2.1.15 Vac--lon Puxnp
f3
A VacIon®
 pump shall be incorporated as an integral part of the
l^.ystron for maintaining and determining the vacuum integrity.
2.1.16 Electromagnet Focus Supply
The maximum power requirement for the Marian H-193 focus mag-
net supply shall be 200 Vdc at 25 A.
	
si
^r^' 
	
	 I E
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2.1.17 Beam Voltage
The maximum beam voltage requirement shall not exceed 22 kVdc.
2.1.18 Beam Current
The maximum beam current shall not exceed 2.7.8 amperes.
j
2.2 REMOTE TUNER -- ELECTRICAL
2.2.1 Input Power
,j
	
	 Input voltage shall be 115 Vac X10%, 60 Hz. Total input power
shall be 350 W or less. .
'	
2.2.2 Interlock
Provisions shall be made to prevent drive power from being applied
to the tube during the tuning cycle. An indicator shall be. provided to indicate tuning
in process.
5	 aa
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2.2.3 Controls
Pushbutton controls shall be provided for six channels. The push-
button actuated will remain lighted to indicate the channel selected. A set of
preset selection switches shall be provided for presetting the toiling position of
each cavity for each of the six channels.
2.2.4 Remote Control
Provision shall be made to permit tunhig via momentary dry con-
tact closures (either manual or crmputer controlled) originating at locations up
to 500 feet away.
r
2.2.5 Configuration
The remote tuner shall be a digital positioning device. "Standard"
i
off-the-shelf modules and components will be used where possible, and all irate--
.	 ^
v :
	
	 grated circuits and transistors shall plug into standard sockets for ease of replace-
anent. All components shall be adequately identified on the circuit cards so they
may be easily located on the system. schematics.
I^
2. 2. G Tuning Time
j
Maximum tuning time shall be 60 seconds.
2.2.7 Setup
For purposes of initial setup, the numbers acquiredfromthe tuning
a
shaft turns indicators by manually tuning the kIystron for aassband characteristic
within the specifications paragraphs 2.1..1, through:2. I. ; will provide the sane bass-
band within specifications in the automatic mode whan these numbers are transferred 	 k
to the present switches of the automatic tuner..
	 g
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2.2.8 Retrievability
Numbers characteristic of a particular passband will provide that
passband repeatedly via the automatic tuner when entered into the present switches.
2.2.9 Memory
It will not be required to actuate the automatic tune, nor will the
automatic tuner automatically actuate when the system is first tier ed on to "achieve
the passband to which the system was tuned when it was last operated.
2.3 BROADBAND KLYSTRON - MECHANICAL
2.3.1 Operating Position
The tube and tuner shall be operated In any spatial orientation with-
out degradation of its operational characteristics.
2.3.2 Input RIB' Connector
'The rf input connector shall be Type N.
2.3.3 Qutput IU Coupling
The output rf coupling shall be UG435A/U flange.
2.3.4 Cooling
The cathode shall be forced-air cooled and the body and collector
e
shall be cooled with water of a 50/50 solution of water anti ethylene glycol. Coolant
flow rates, pressure drops, and connections shall be compatible with the e2dsting
power amplifier system, which uses a Varian 5K70SG Idystron.
7
t
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2 . 3 . 5 Tuning Life
The tuning mechanism of the klystron and tuner will have a demon-
strated life expectancy to permit in excess of 10, 000 tuning cycles between extre-
mities of the tuning range while meeting all. specifications described herein.
Provisions shall be made for manual tuning in case of tuner failure..
2.3.6 Configuration
All critical mechanical features which involve tube interchangea-
bility, such as eacerior dimensions and interface connections,- shall be identical
to the Varian 5K.70SG to permit a direct interchange of the tubes. Other items
which do not affect direct interchangeability may vary.
2.3.7 Operational Environment
The tube and ttuier will operate without degradation in performance
in an ambient temperature range from 0 0
 P to +120 0 F.
2.4 REMOTE TUNED - MECHANICAL
2.4.1 Tuner Assembly Size
The tuner assembly maximum dimensions shall not exceed 14"
high by 14" wide and shall not extend more than 15 T1 from the center line of the
magnet toward the front of the cabinet. The configuration must provide easy
accessibility to the coupling shafts between the tuner and tube for convenient align-
ment and hookup of the tube and tuner assembly.
2.4.2 Tuner Power Suppl
An external power supply may be furnished if the supply will mount
conveniently within the present USB power amplifier cabinet without required modi-
fications or interference with existing components. Dimensions of the power supply
shall not exceed 13 1,
 deep by 6" high by 8" wide. The power connection to the power
supply will be on the 6 11 by 8 11 face.
8
2.4.3 Interface
The tuner assembly shall bolt directly to the Varian H-193 magnet
assembly using the existing bolt hole patterns for the magnet. No modifications
will be required either to the magnet assembly or the tuner assembly to effect
this interface except for the possibility of using longer fasteners which will be
supplied with the tuner.
2.5 SPECIFICATION SHEET, 5K7OSK
A specification sheet is included as Figure 2-1.
9
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. SPECIFICATION
ELECTRON TUBE TYPE 5K70SK
DESCRIPTION:	 Wide Band, CW Klystron Amplifier, Five Integral Cavities, Magnetically Focused,
Liquid and Forced Air Cooled Unipotential Cathode, 2025 - 2120 Mfiz
I
.' RATING:	 Absolute Maximum, Note h
VSWR
Parameter:	 Ef	 Eb	 Ib	 Iby	 Pcol Load	 tk Cooling Altitude
Unit:
	
Vac	 kVdc	 Adc	 xnAdc	 kW sec(min) Ft
CW (FM):	 7.5-+5%	 22	 3.2	 75	 70 1.5:1	 300 Note 3 15 K
Note 2
TEST	 .
CONDITIONS: 7.5	 22(max) -----	 ------	 --- 1.1:1 (max)	 300 Note 3 ----
,r`L
MOUNTING POSITION:	 Any ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS: Note 12
WEIGHT (,,pproximate) 	 100 pounds
GENERAL
Limits
Ref	 Test	 Conditions Symbol	 Min Max Units
[D-30(b)] Dimensions	 Per Outline Drawingi
sUALIF'ICATION (Notes 4 and 5)
QUALITY CONFORMANCE INSPECTION, PART I (Note 9)
Heater Current If:	 9.5 13 Aac
Pressure Drop	 Water Flow: Pres:	 --- 65 psi
Body Section = 1.2 gpm Pres:	 --- 40 psi
Collector =18. 5 gpsi
:t
€	
Static Pressure	 Note 6 Pres:	 --- 125 psig
Figure 2-1.	 5ecificatian Sheet 5K70SK
r
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5K70SK ]
1977;April 12,
^.	 QUALITY CONFORMANCE MSPECTION, PART 1 (note 9) con't
Ref	 Test	 Condition	 Sy n^bal	 Min	 Max	 Units
4250
	 Power Output (1)	 CW RF Power Amplifier 	 Po 1:	 24	 -----	 kW y
Pd = 750 mW (max)	 Eff 1:	 40	 ----	 °jp
; .	 Im = 25 Adc (max)
	
Gain 1:	 45	 ---	 dB
-'	 Notes 7, 8, & 9	 BW 1:	 20	 ---	 MHz
s lb 1:	 ----	 3.2	 Ado
Iby 1:	 ----	 75	 mAdc
4214	 Emission	 Power Output (1); Pd = 0, 	 61b:	 ---	 200	 mAde
Eb = 20 kYdc Note 10
F'
€	
Tuner Torque	 Note 11	 tq:	 --,-	 80	 in-oz i
Reference numbers not enclosed in parentheses refer to paragraphs in MIL-STD-1311A, "Test Methods
for Electron Tubes." References shown in parentheses refer to paragraphs in MIL-E-1G, "Military
Specification for Electron Tubes." Only those paragraphs of MIL-STD-1311A and MIL-E-IG referenced
in this specification small apply.
Note 1:
	
For the proper use of these ratings, refer to MIL--E-IG, Paragraph 6.5.
Abbreviations of electrical terms used in this specification which are not adequately defined
in MIL-E-IG, Appendix B, are defined as follows:
Eb	 do beam voltage	 Im	 do electromagnet current
lb	 do beam current	 Pool	 collector-power dissipation
Iby	 do body current
	
N.B. - All do voltages refer to
the cathode.
i
Note 2:	 The heater surge current shall not exceed 24 amperes.
Note 3:	 The cooling requirement for operation at maximum ratings at sea level and an ambient air
temperature of 30'C are as follows: f
j	 FLOW
	
PRESSURE DROP
r
	 Collector	 18.5 gpm (min)	 40 psi
Body and Output Section
	 .1.2 gpm (min)	 65 psi
(series connected)
Gun forced air 20 cfm
The maximum allowable outlet liquid-coolant temperature is 80' 3 C.
The maximum allowable water pressure shall not exceed 125 psi.
During electrical tests, cooling water shall not exceed the minimum flow rates and
maximum pressure drop indicated above.
Page 2 of 3
Figure 2-1. Specification Shee p, 5K70SK (continued)
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aNote 4: These tests and all other tests specified herein shall be ap plied to two sample tubes,
-
	
	 unless otherwise specified, which are representative of production quality. These. tests
shall not be construed as lot acceptance tests.
K IF Note 5. Tests specified as qualification tests shall not be performed as quality conformance
tests. However, when a . design change Is: made which affects the operating characteristics
r;	 of the tube, these tests, together with all quality conformance tests shall be applied to
two tubes selected at random from the first production lot incorporating the design change.
4
o '
	
Note 6: The water system will be static pressure checked at 125 psi for a minimum of 5 minutes.
There shall be no leaks.
Note 7: Adjustment of the electromagnet current, and the circuit tuning shall be permitted to
obtain the desired operating conditions.
Note 8: These tests to be performed with the tube mounted in the H--193 Varian klystron circuit
assembly or . equivalent.
Note 9: The bandwidth will be measured at 1. 0 dB points and shall be free of spurious oscillation.
Ripple and small discontinuities shall be less than I dB.
Note 10: The tube stall be allowed to stabilize at the specified conditions for at least 15 minutes,
after which the heater voltage shall be reduced to 6.75 Vac. 	 After 15 minutes of stabili-
zatioa at this reduced heater voltage, the bean current shall be measured and the change
in beam current (41b) shall be no greater than the specified value.
Note 11: The shaft shall be run to each stop and then backed off one-quarter turn. The torque
required to start the shaft shall not be more than that specified.
Note 12: HEATER POLARITY
In. those applications where DC heater voltage is used the follo•,ving heater supply polarity
is mandatory. The eimmon heater--cathode lead (normally white) must lie connected to
c^	 •;
r
the positive side of the heater supply (and to the negative. side of the DC beast supply)..
Failure to comply with this polarity rating and requirement will result in extremely low
heater life.
Figure 2-1. Specification Snee.t, 5K70SK (cantirued)	 Page 3 of 3
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3. ENGINEERING TESTS
3.1 CAVITY TUNER TESTS
To demonstrate conformance with paragraph 2.3.5 (10, 000 cycle tuning
life), special tuning cycle tests were performed on a series of Idystron cavities.
;z
	
	 The cavities were constructed and processed in a manner identical to that
of a complete Idystron amplifier; L e., they were brazed, processed (vacuum
pumpdown and bakeout) and equipped with a Vaclon pump for vacuum monitoring.
During the tests, critical performance characteristics were monitored
to determine Whether or not changes were taking place throughout the cycling period.
The characteristics measured were frequency,Q o, '.uning screw torque, and vacuunn.
The first indication of vacuum pressure rise was to be considered end- of-life for
the vacuum bellnivs. Any erratic behavior in the frequency repeatability of the toner
was to be considered end-of--life for the sliding contact within the cavity.
Figure 3-1 is a photograph of the sliding contact mechanism used in the
5K70SK. Although the tuugsten wire sliding contact mechanism has been used exten-
sively at Varian, this particular canfigura^^n had never been life-test cycled
.	 prior to these tests. This mechanism and the vacuum bellows which permits tuner
motion withinthe Idystron were the only areas of concern prior to the cycling 4ests.
Figure 3--2 is a block diagram describing the cycling test setup. As shown,
the Vaclon pump power supply was arranged with an alarm circuit to stop the cycling .
mechanism. in the event of a vacuum pressure rise. This gave an exact cycle count
at the time of belloNvs failure. Cycling was stopped at various times to check
frequency and Qa at a precise position of the hu ng screw to determine frequency
repeatabillty and/or degradation of the tungsten wire contacts.
Three separate tests were conducted. The variable for each test was the
total travel of the sliding contact tmier. The travel of the tuner and the extension
of the vacuum bellows are directly related.
t;
Cn
m
s9
r^
i<
C"1
tr
:r
Figure 3-2. Tuner Cycling Test Setup
3.1.1 Cycling Test No. 1
The first test was conducted with a tuner travel of 0.500 inch, 0.150
inch longer than the actual travel required to cover the dF,sired tuning range. The
0.150 11
 was added to represent a suitable safety factor. One complete cycle was
accomplished by a travel from 0.0 11 to 0.500 11 and return to 0.011.
In retrospect, the safety factor included was a bit optimistic. The
vacumn bellows failed at 2,549 cycles because of metal fatigue. This early failure
a
was surprising, but was not yet viewed pessimistically because it was a single-
experiment failure and other tests were to follow.
The other parameters measured gave no evidence of any additional
problems. Tuning repeatability was good, and the extreme of repeatability error
was 0.62 MHz, well within the limits required to produce a specification bandpass.
U'uner torque increased gradually early in the test from 48 in./oz. to
60 in/oz, but leveled off at the higher figure during the duration of the test.
Q0 of the cavity remained essentially constant throughout the test,
indicating no increase in the sliding contact resistance.
3.1.2 Cycling Test No. 2
The cycling test cavity was rebuilt, replacing the vacuum bellows
and the complete sliding contact tuner mechanism. The previously mentioned
"safety factor" was eliminated and the tuner travel was limited to 0.353 11 , the
amount required to cover the desired tuning range.
The same type of fatigue failure caused the new vacuum bellows to
leak at 3,183 completed cycles. Because the nature of the failure was identical
to that of the failure in Test No. 1, it became clear that this was not simply a ran-
dom failure. Both tests combined gave definite proof that the bellows could not
complete 10,000 cycles.
16
1Again, the other parameters of the test showed no problems. Tuner
torque and Qa showed: no measurable change. Frequency repeatability was slightly
better than on the first test and showed: an exia°eme error of 0. 6 NIHz,
3. 1.3 Cycling Test No, 3
y The third cycling test was performed to provide one additional .data
_	 point and, at the salve time, provide data for a condition which more realistically
represented cycling conditions expected in field operation,
^•	 z
,i
The :--_rst two tests were run using the travel required to time from
one band extreme to the other and return. It is not likely that, in field operation;
every tuning cycle would gavel to these extremes. A more likely pattern would
be an averaging of short t-ravel cycles (channel ? to zero and return to channel 2)
and 7^).ng travel cycles (channel 6 to zero and return to channel 5). This average
travel would be exactly one half the travel experienced in test No, 2, i. e. , 0.3.
= 0.175^
Test No.. 3 was .conducted to observe this ".half travel" effect on
cycling life.
A completely new cavity was constructed for this test so that the
"tracks" cut by the sliding contact in tests No. Y and No, 2 would not alter the
test results,. The cavity was evacuated and processed as in previous tests.
The test was terminated at 10, 710 cycles because of vacuum bellows.
failure. As in the two previous tests,. metal fatigue was the cause of failure.
No other degradation could be seen. Tuner torque and cavity Qo
•	 remained constant throughout the test. The maximum frequency repeatability error
was 0.37 MHz.
17 ,
I. short, the three cycling tests showed rather conclusively that
no problem other than vacuum bellows failure could be anticipated from extended
cycling life.
Consultations with a number of vacuum bellows manufacturers
were held, but no solution to the problem could be found. Ja order to extend the
cycling Life of the bellows, either larger-diameter bellows or bellows with a
greater number of convolutions would have to be used.
	 -
A larger-diameter (bellows is not permissible because the electri-
cal design of the klystr on determines the spacing between cavities and thus limits
bellows diameter.
Bellows with .snore convolutions require more physical space in a
direction perpendicular to the axis of the Idystron. Any physical expansion in this
direction would require a design that was not physically interchangeable with the
existing 5K70SG klystron. Since electrical and mechanical bite rchangeability were
absolute requirements, no design remedy could be implemented.
Since it is not a proven fact that 10, 000 extreme to extreme cycles
will be required for satisfactory system performance, the matter of nonconformance
is in abeyance. Varian has contractually agreed to repair, at no charge, any
Idystron whose life has been shortened by vacuum bellows failure within the 10, 000
cycle limit.
If system operation proves. that 10, 000 extreme to extreme cycles
are an absolute requirement, a Idystron can be designed to meet the need; however,
it would not be interchangeable with the existing 5K70SG Idystron. A new electro--
nnagnet design would be required to accommodate the new Idystron design.
x$
4. DESIGN MODIFICATION TO MEET SPECIFICATIONS
During the course of early production testing of the 5K70,SK, considerable
.
iTtime and effort was devoted to obtaining the . desired 20 MHz bandpass. 20 MHz
could be obtained with effort; but in some cases, little or no safety factor was
available. Because of the normally expected differences between factory test
equipment and equipment available at site installations, this marginality would
almost certaWy produce sub--specification performance at some sites.
A single variable, the input cavity Q. was found to be the cause of tube-
to-tube bandpass variations. Despite stringent electrical controls on the input
coaxial drive cable and close mechanical tolerances on the input loop assembly,
QE variations in the input cavity were still large enough to create problems in
stagger-tuned broadbanding.
Figure 4-1 shows the effect of these input cavity Q^ variations on the 20
a	 MHz bandpass.
To overcome this problem, an adjustable resistive load was incorporated
within the input cavity. This mechanism is shown in Figure 4-2.
The device provides external adjustment of the input cavity Q in an opera-
tional klystron. Q changes are made by adjusting the depth of penetration, within
:. ;Z= -	 the input cavity, of the resistively loaded ceramic shown, in Figure 4--2.
This added adjustment provided the flexibility needed to simplify the broad
banding procedure. Considerably less time is spent in factory testing and the final
results show increases of 2 to 3 MHz of bandwidth in some cases.
This design improvement has the added advantage of being permanent; that
is, once adjusted and looked, no further adjustment is ever .required.
IB
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i5. INSTALLATION, OPERATING
AND TUNING PROCEDURES
The Varian ldystrpns 5K70SG and 5K70SK are essentially identical in
mechanical, configuration and are electricallv and mechanically interchangeable
in the S-band amplifier subsystem Model 11-076. The general instructions for
installation of these klystrons in their magnetic circuits and preparation for use
is covered completely in Technical Manual ME-1505, Section 2, and will nol, be
repeated here.
The following paragraphs deal only with thoze changes in installation and
operating procedures unique to the newly developed 5K70SK ldystron and the
Summit Engineering step tuning unit Model No. 8191A.
5.1 STEP TUNER INSTAL &TION ON H-193 MAGNETIC CIRCUIT
SEE FIGURE 5=k
1. Rotate each of the 5 Dzus fasteners (located in the front panel of
the 8191A) 1/4 turn counterclockwise, and swing the front panel assembly open
until. it Latches at the 90 1 position.
2. Loosen the 10-32 hex socket head screws in the split collar which
clamps the five drive shafts to the drive sprocket hubs.
3. Using the roll pin handle provided, pull, the shaft extensions toward
the front of . the step tuner assembly until the front surface of the helical coupler
in the shaft assembly contacts the rear of the hub.
4. Set all of the turns counters (adjacent to the tuner mobs) to 11000".
The proper procedure for setting 11 000 11 is as follows:
Rotate tuner knobs in a counterclockwise direction, until
counters have passed through 11000 11 to "995". Return to
`
11000 1 ' in a clockwise direction..
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Figure 5-1. Step Tuner I nstailation
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5.	 Remove four 10--24 x 3/4 11 socket head screws securing the top
magnetic polepiece to the magnetic return cylinder.
B.	 Position the step tuner unit so that the four holes in the tuner
top mounting flange are aligned with the four 10--24 tapped holes in the magne-
tic circuit and secure with the four 10--24 x lit 	 head replacement screws
(NOTE: Some units will only employ two screws) . Do not tighten screws.
7. The lower mounting flange of the step tuner is secured to the
lower mounting flange of the magnetic circuit with two 3/8-18 x 1" bolts using
nuts and lockwashers. Alter tightening the 3/8 11 bolts, tighten the 10-24 x 1u
screws securing the top mounting flange of the step tuning unit.
8. Assuming the 5K70SK Idystron has been "zero" indexed (Section
5.3), engage the hexagonal key on the shaft extension with the hexagonal socket
of the klystron tuner screw. This is done by sliding the shaft through the sprocket
-;a hub assembly and simultaneously rotating the shaft in a counterclockwise direction
until the hexagonal sections mate. Care must be exercised during this process to
insure that the "zero" indexing of the klystron is not disturbed.
9. After engagement of the hexagonal shaft extension and the klystron
tuning screw, recheck the It000 11 position of the turns counters . . If they have been
disturbed, return to 11000" as in Paragraph 4.
10. . While maintaining a slight inward and count: rclockwise pressure on
the shaft extension, tighter the 10--32 hex socket head screws on the split collar
that looks the .
 sprocket hub to the drive shaft.
I	 5.2 PREPARING STEP TUNER FOR OPERATION
After installation of the step tuner unit and engagement with the Idystron
amplifier, the thumbwheel counters on the front of the step tuner unit may be set
to agree with the thumbwheel counter settings given on the test data card (see
Figure 5-2).
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The thumbwheel counter settings represent the proper klystron cavity
tuning to establish a 20 MHz bandpass centered on the following frequencies:
Channel 1
Channel. 2
Channel 3
Channel 4
Channel 5
Channel 5
2035 MHz
2050
2065
2080
2095
2110
After setting all. thumbwheel counters to agree with readings given on
the test data card, engage the three interconnecting cables to the three input
jacks found on the top surface of the step tuner imi.t. Functions of the three
jacks are:
J13 28 Vdc power input
J] 4 Parallel connector for remote panel
J15 Relay closure for de-energizing rf
drive during channel change
After connection is made to J13, the channel tuner is ready for operation.
When energized with 28 Vdc, the tuner unit may-select an arbitrary channel or may
remain stationary with a red light indicating tuning in process. In either case,
merely depress the pushbutton for desired channel and it will be tuned automatically.
5.3 "ZERO" INDEXING OF THE 5K70SK KLYSTRON :
The 5K70SK lystron will be shipped from Varian in a pre-tuned zero-
indexed condition. The following paragraph describes the procedure for establishing
the zero index.
During factory setup, all cavity tuners are rotated clockwise to a positive
stop which represents the end travel of the cavity tuner. At this point, an indicator
flag is welded to the tuning screw to provide alignment between the tuning screw and
a scribe line on the housing of the tuner assembly (see Figure 5-3). This setting
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ris not the zero index referred to in the preceding paragraph. The zero index is
	
i
	 a factory-determined number of turns rotated counterclockwise away from the
positive clockwise stop.
1	 For example, on 5K70SK Serial No. 1R--i. all tuners were zero indexed at
	
r
	 4 turns counterclockwise from the fully clockwise positive stop. The number of turns
required to establish the zero index was recorded on the test data card accompanying
5K70SK, Serial No. 1R--1 shown in Figure 5 2. Not all tubes will necessarily be zero
indexed at 4 turns counterclockwise, nor will all tuners on a particular tube have the
same index numbers. The purpose of the zero index is to establish a reference between
factory tuners and field tuners. This arbitrary stop also establishes the required
tuning range while limiting the vacuum bellows to the minimum possible flexure. This
limitation of flexure has a powerful effect on the life of the vacuum bellows.
In the event that one or more ldystron tuner screws become misindexed with
the 8191A tuning unit during operational service, the following procedure will re--
establish proper zero indexing of the ld.ystron cavities with the 8191A tuner unit.
1.	 Open the front panel door of the 8191A tinier unit.
j. Loosen each of . the five hexagonal 10-32 socket head screws
which tighten the split clamps and sprocket hubs to the drive
shaft assemblies.
3. Retract each of the drive shafts, disengaging the hex end of
each shaft from the hex socket in the tinier screw of the Idystron
tube.
4. Place the . tlzero latch 1 ° toggle switch of the 8191A tuner unit,
located on the motherboard and to the right of the battery
holder, in the down position and press any of the six channel-
select buttons. This will return all of the drive mechanisms
to zero position.
	
4
	
5.	 Disconnect power to the 8191A tuner by removing the power
supply cable connector from the top of the tuner, or by switch-
ing off the ac source to the power supply.
G.
	
	
Loosen the four 10-32 x V socket head screws and the two
3/8-18 x V bolts which secure the top and bottom plates of
the tundr to the klystron magnet circuit. (NOTIE. Some units
will only have two screws). Carefully remove the screws
and lift the tuner from the magnet frame.
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7. With the tuner removed, the five hex socket klystron tuning
screws and flags are visible through the holes in the magnet
assembly.
8. Reestablish zero indexing of Iuystron by turning the klystron
tuning screws to the clockwise position stop using the 3/16 t ' T
handle Allen wrench provided (VACO No. 79212) . Then rotate
the tuning screws counterclockwise the munber of turns recor-
ded on the test data card, ants the indicator flag welded to the
tuning screw and the scribe line are precisely aligned.
Alignment must be approached from the counterclockwise
direction,. If alignment is "over-shot", rotate two full turns
counterclockwise and reapproach alignment from the counter-
clockwise direction.
9. After zero indexing of the klystron is complete, the 8191A tuninj;
mechanism can be reinstalled as described in the installation
instructions of Section 5.1.
5.4 FIELD TUNING OR TRIM TUNING OF THE MO SK
The foregoing sections dealing with the installation and operation of the
5K70SK and 8191A tuning unit are based on the assumption that factory performance
will be exactly duplicated at site installations. However, experience has shown
that because of differences between factory test equipment and operational site
equipment, exact duplication of bandpass carves is not always possible without
some readjustment at the site histall.ations.
The following section deals with field adjustments (trimming) and change
of chanmel frequencies.
'.	 5.4.1 Factory Tuning and Establisinuent_oi Thuimbwheel Counter Settings
In the event that field retuning or t1trimming" is required, it is
necessary to understand how the thumbwheel counter settings are originally esta-
blished. under factory-tuned conditions.
Individual channel bandpass characteristics are factory established
using sweep generators in conjunction with a broadband detector/oscilloscope
combination..
Shown in Figure 5-4 are typical idystron cavity positions for proper
operation on Channel I (frequency centered on 2035 MHz). The bandpass shown in
Figure 5-4 is typical of the bandpass to be expected with small-signal input of appro-
ximately 10 mW.
Cavities C and D on all channels form the upper and lower band edges
and are placed at approximately +10 MHz and -10 MHz, respectively. Cavities A
and E are roughly centered on the channel center frequency. Cavity B is above
band center and affects the bandpass only to a small. degree, but has a strong effect
on the overall gain of the ldystrcn.
The bandpass is obtained by hand tuning the 5 . lmobs found on the
front of the step tuner unit. When the hand tuning process is finished, the turns
counters coupled to the stepping motor shaft will give a readout which is directly
transferred to the thumbwheel counters for Channel 1.
After transferring turns counter reading to thumbwheels, automatic
operation on Channel I is checked by depressing any other channel pushbutton, then
quicldy redepressing the Channel 1 pushbutton. During this procedure, the step
tuner will return to 11000 11 , reverse, and return to Channel 1. if bandpass charac-
teristics are correct, nothing further is done, and the process is repeated on Channel
2. If bandpass characteristics are not correct, retrimming is required, in which
2075 MHz
-	 T1i,r nnD"A tc7R1 wtnml-
In: order to maintain repeatability, all final cavity
tuning adjustments are made by turning the tuning
knob in the clockwise direction. If It is necessary
"to make a frequency adjustment requiring a counter-
clockwise rotation of the tuning knob, it is necessary
to ('overshoot!' in the counterclockwise direction and
return to the proper position in a clockwise direction..
5.4.2 Field.Retunin
The most probable causes for variation between factory performance
and site performance are the differences normally experienced in the input drive
line chain and the output transmission circuit.
k Input line mismatches (VSWR) alter both the frequency response (Q)
and the actual frequency of the input cavity of the Idystron. Output line mismatches.
fz .'
	
	
(VSWR) likewise alter the frequency response (Q) and the actual frequency of the
output cavity of the klystron.
If factory bandpass performance cannot be obtained, the most likely
readjustments are the tuning of the input or output cavities or both. These re-
adjustments can only be made pro perly using sweep frequency oscilloscope obser-
nation techniques.
Adjustments of the input cavity (E) and the output cavity (A). have a
similar effect on the frequency bandpass of the ldystron. Both affect the center of
the response and the overall . tilt of the bandpass.. Only experience and practice at
tuning these cavities will produce desired performance.
In general, all adjustments should be made at low level (l kW),
striving to duplicate the response shown in Figure 5-4.
}
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When final adjustments are made, remembering always to approach
these final settings from a clockwise direction, the readjusted turns counter readings
should be immediately.transferred to the thumbwheels.
Final performance must, of course, be checked at the 20 kW level
and minor adjustments may again have to be made at this high power level to pro-
vide a compromise setting which produces specification performance at both high
and lower power levels.
Bandpass characteristics at high power are shown in Figure 5-5.
Cavities B, C and D should never need retuning because their re-
sponse and frequency are unalterable by external. circuitry.
If factory-determined thumbwheel settings do not result in the pro-
per placement of cavities B, C and D, Hain-indexing of the tuning unit or slippage
of the couplings between the tuning unit and the klystron has taken place.
Proper indexing of cavities D and C is easily checked by observing
a bandpass pattern such as shown in Figure 54. These cavities should be at the
bandpass edges ± 10 MHz from band center.
Indexing f cavity B can be checked . b comparing he gain 10 to Po Y Y p g t.  ^. log
obtained at the factory with that obtained at the operational sites If the gain of the
klystron is lower than factory tests indicate, cavity B is too high in frequency. If
the gain of the klystron is higher than factory tests indicate, cavity B is too low in
frequency.
5.4.3 Channel Freriuency Chan e
Tuning curves of frequency or channel number versus thumbwheel set-
tings are provided with each MOSK klystron. Should it be desired to tune to frequen-
cies oilier than those provided by factory thumbwheel settings, new channel frequencies
can be established by interpolation from these curves.
A
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Example: Referring to tuning curves (Design Verification Tests, Section
8, page 23), it can be seen that the thumbwheel cavity settings for Channel 3
3
(centered at 2065 MHz) are as follows:
Cavity A = 390
Cavity B = 310
Cavity C = 404
Cavity D = 460
3
Cavity E = 370
In order to establish a new channel centered on 2070 MHz, the new thumb-
wheel settings are read directly from the curves. 	 The new settings would be:
Cavity A = 412 f
Cavity B = 345
Cavity C .- 436 9
Cavity D = 500
Cavity E = 409
h
A
Simply dial these new settings into the `diumbwheel switches.
	
If you are operating
on Channel 3, depress any other channel button for an instant and ininlediately re-
press the Channel 3 button to achieve a new Channel 3 operating frequency of 2070 MHz.
To obtain optimum performance, retrimming, as previously described, may he
5
required.
7
r
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6. RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF
AMPLIFIER KLYSTRON 5K70SK
The reliability analysis and predictions presented here are based on'a
comparison between the field tested 5K70SG anal the newly developed 5K70SK.
With the exception of the tuning; mechanism, which includes a new vacuum
bellows and sliding short tuner, the 5K70SK is essentially identical to the 5K70SG.
Because the tuning mechanism is a major departure from the original 5K70SG
design, its performance has been given special scrutiny in the engineering tests
performed as outlined in Section 3. The only measurement of reliability will be
given by accumulated field data taken with actual channel usage.
Reliability analysis of the other major components of the 5K70SK. (electron.
gun, body, rf window, collector) is based on field performance of the 5K70SG.
Supportive data, compiled over an eleven .-year period, are presented in Section 6.1.
- 	 a
6.1 RELIABILITY DATA, - 5K70SG
The mean time between failure (MTBF) is calculated here by dividing the
total estimated operating hours by the number of tube failures.
Over an eleven--year period, twenty four tubes were returned to Varian.
Four of these tubes were tested and found to meet full specification performance.
Of the remaining tubes analyzed, nine failures were considered to be system
induced (cracked output windows, melted drift tubes, other external physical damage)
and the tubes were eliminated from the calculation. The failure mode for all
twenty--four tubes is shown in Figure 6-1.
M TBF for the elevenremaining tubes was' calculated,on the basis of eleven-
year operation at fourteen sites. Seven-day, eight-hour, fifty--two week operation
y+	
was assumed,
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Then, for eleven tubes,
MTBF = 11 x 14x7x 8 x 52 — 40,768 hours.
The tube failure rate per million: hours is then
	
106 
=	
10	
= 24.53MTBF	 40,768
The predicted failure rate for various failure modes as applied to the major
subassemblies of the Idystron are shown in Table 6-1.
The predicted failure rate for an assembly is the product of the percentage
failures of that assembly and the tube failure rate.
Example: Six cathode failures for eleven tubes
--	 2458 - 13.38 failures/106
	
	
hours.
Figure 6-2 is a Weibull hazard plot of the probability of failure versus hours,
based on the MTBF of 40,768 hours.
Assembly
I
Gun/Cathode
II
Body
III
Collector
IV
Miscellaneous
Principal 1.	 No or low 1.	 Erratic 1.	 Shorted 1.	 Gas
Failure emission tuner
Modes
2.	 Open or 2.	 Binding 2.	 Coolant
shorted tuner leaks
heater
3. Vacuum 3.	 Other
leaks
4. Braze
defects
4.40/10 E hrs
Predicted
Failure Rate 13.38/10 6 hrs 4.46/106 hrs 2.23/10 6 hrs
i
r
TABLE 6.1
FAILURE MODES AND PREDICTED FAILURE RATES*
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7.	 PRECAUTIONS TO INSURE RELIABILITY
7.1	 UNCRATING .INSTRUCTIONS FOR 5K70SK
Tools Required:
Klimp or claw hammer
Screwdriver, power or standard
'	
.. Lifting cables, web straps or ropes
Miscellaneous wrenches
Hoist
X.	 Remove the top cover of the outer box by removing all Klimps
	 z
^l
y f
1
with a Klimp or -claw hammer.
2.	 Remove shocknount bolts (4 places) and remove the inner box by
using two lifting cables, web straps, or ropes.
' 3.	 Tilt the inner box upright with the end marked "tube stand" down..
4.	 Remove all screws from the lid of the inner box and remove the
lid.	 Remove the front half of the tube support inserts. 	 ^ {
s IMPORTANT: DISCONNECT VACION CABLE AT THE VACION
PUMP , LOCATED-ON THE KLYSTLR.ON WAVEGUIDE. H
5.	 Remove the six (6) machine screws (circled) which hold the upper
t section of the inner box to the tube stand. 7
'	 Y3
6.	 Carefully lift and remove the upper section of the inner box,
avoiding contact with the klystron. 	 i
is
7.	 Attach lifting cable to lifting eyebolts on ,klystron, and draw cable
just taut. Remove toe-clamps holding klystron to tube stand.
8.	 Lift klystron from. tube stand.
For storage of the klystron, the uncrating procedure may be used in
reverse order.
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For Vaclon pump monitoring during storage, the VacIon cable must be
reconnected before the support inserts and the lid to the inner box are replaced.
7 = 2 INSTA LLA TION AND OPERA TING PRECAUTIONS
7.2.1 Protective Measures
This tube should be used in equipment which provides protection
as described below. In addition, installation and operating precautions should be
observed, and ratings should not be exceeded.
High Voltage -- Voltages required for operation of this tube are
extremely dangerous to life; equipment should be designed with protective interlock
circuits to male physical, contact with these voltages impossible.
Microwave Radiation — Precautions should be taken to prevent
exposure of personnel to the strong microwave fields generated by this tube.
Microwave radiation due to leakage at the input coaxial connector and the output
waveguide flange should be prevented by malting tight rf input and output connections.
Neater Voltage — Heater voltage (7.5 V) should be applied for at
least 5 minutes before applying beam voltage. Heater surge current should never
exceed 24.0 A.
Beam Voltage — An overvoltage relay should be provided to limit
the beam voltage to 22.0 INdc. Interlocks should prevent the application of beam
voltage before the heater has warmed up, coolants are flowing, and the focusing
coil currents are applied.
-`
	
	 Beam Current — An overcurrent relay should be provided to remove
the beam voltage if the beam current exceeds 3.2 A.
Body Current — An overcurrent relay should be provided to remove
the beam voltage if the tube body current exceeds 75 mAdc.
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Focusing _Field Protection `- To' prevent tube damage and maintain
proper operation, rapid-acting undercurrent and overcurrent relays should be used
in the focusing coil circuit. They,should remove the beam voltage if the coil
current either falls. below 15 A or rises above 20 A. Tube failure can result
within a few milliseconds if the focusing field fails: while the: beam voltage is
applied, causing a large portion of the beam energy to be .dissipated in a small
area.
Coolin . The liquid cooling of the tube body and the electromagnet
can be provided by water or by equal parts of water and ethylene glycol. Scaling
and corrosion in the cooling system should be minimized by the use of metals
close to copper in the galvanic series. Precautions should be taken to mainta?n
the cleanliness of the cooling system, to minimize the dissolved oxygen of the
coolant, and to operate at the lower 'inlet coolant temperature consistent with the
operating temperature environment. Protective flow rate interlock circuits
should be- provided. Tube body and electromagnet cooling circuits can be connected
in series for a common liquid flow rate of 1 gal/min.. The maximum pass band
stability for the tube can be maintained if the coolant; inlet temperature to the
tube and electromagnet is controlled within ±2 p
 C, independently of seasonal, or
day.-to-night,. ambient temperature changes. The maximum static pressure
(blocked flow condition), for either tube or electromagnet, should never exceed
125 psig. Protective interlock devices should remove beam voltage if the coolant
outlet temperature exceeds 80° C.
Reflected Power - The 5K70SK should not be used with load VSWRs
greater than 1.5;1. Higher values of reflected power may damage the output
window. Protection should be provided by installing a directional coupler
between the tube and any transmission line components. If the VSWR exceeds
1.5.1, a rectified sample of reflected power should operate a circuit to remove
rf drive from the tube within 10 msec. It is not necessary to remove beam voltage.
Operation of the protective circuit should ,be checked regularly.
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Arcs (In the Output Waveguide) -- The output waveguide should be
pressurized at 5 psig using either dry air or nitrogen if possible. If an arc-over
should occur, a photoelectric are detector near the tube output waveguide window
should remove the rf drive within 10 jcsec after the start of the arc.
RF Leakage.— External leakage should be prevented by making
tight rf input and output connections. Under certain tuning conditions, regenera-
tion or oscillation can occur if rf energy from the output line, or radiation from
the antenna reaches the input cavity because of faulty rf connections or inadequate
shielding.
7.2. 2 Installation
y,
Tube Handling — Sufficient care in handling the tube must be used
to avoid bending; any of the metal parts, or breaking any of the ceramic insulators,
or the output waveguide window. More specifically, do not put any unsupported
weight can flee end of the output waveguide. Also, do not lift the tube by the output
waveguide, the cathode assembly, or the lead wires. It is recainmended that
the tube be handled by the collector eyebolts.
Tube Inspection -- Check the rf output window. No foreign particles
of any kind should be between the silver-plated flange and the ceramic window.
The ceramic window must be perfectly clean. If necessary, clean the %vindow
using acetone and a camel's-hair brush.
Coolant Connections — The collector hoses should not apply stress
to the collector, which is attached to the tube by a ceramic insulator. The hose
should be of insulating material to isolate the collector from ground electrically.
Teflon-lined water hoses are recommended for the tube body and the electro-
magnet, to minimize coolant contamination.
Electrical Connections -- I£ a do heater supply is used to lllinilnize
heater hum, connect the common heater-cathode (black) lead to the pnsitivv side
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of the heater supply.
	 The heater supply should-be insulated to withstand the full
I beam voltage. The. rf output connector mates with a standard rectangular wave-
guide cover flange, UG-435A or equivalent._
E 1.	 Be sure waveguides are perfectly clean before attaching
r
them to the tube.
,
r 2.	 Attach the waveguide to the tube. Align the mating flanges
very carefully to avoid stress or_ the rf output window
C
flange.	 T»Mer screws evenly to prevent strain on the
ceramic tv ,_^ :)w. Waveguide should be pressurized to
5 psig wit:, dry air or nitrogen if possible.
k
7.2..3	 Operation
Preliminary Check --- Check the following conditions before
f	
_
ap l i.n	 gp y' g'volta ^ es - to the tube.
Heater and cathode leads connected correctly.
2.	 Collector connected to supply. correctly. .
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3.	 Tube body grounded.
4.	 Input coaxial connector and output waveguide flange
connecter) into system.
5.	 Collector, body, and electromagnet coolants flowing.
G.	 Cathode cooling fan turned on.
7.	 RF drive at correct frequency.
y
S.	 Output waveguide pressurization at 5 prig.y
8.	 VacIon pump connected. 	 -
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SApplication of Voltage Recommended operating voltages and
	
.	 k
currents are shown on the Test Performance Sheet, which accompanies each tube.
r
 -
Prior to turn on, it is advisable Lo determine the internal gas pressure of the
tube. Full high voltage should not be applied until the vacuum pressure is below
I0-6 mm of Hg (4 pAdc). See Figure 7-1.
}	 1.	 Turn on the electromagnet power supply and set the focusing
	
--	 current to the value shown on the Test Performance Sheet.
Never allow. the focusing current to drop below 16..5 .A ,
when the tube is being operated.
	
2.	 Apply heater voltage. The heater current should be about
11.0 A after 5 minutes of warm up time. Surge current
should never exceed 24.0 A.
{
3. Starting at zero, apply beans voltage gradually to voltage
specified on Test Performance Sheet. Body current
without drive should be less than 20 mA, with an absolute
maximum of 75 1nA.
4. Apply rf drive and adjust to obtain the desired output.
a
1
	
	 Removal of Volts — All tube voltages may be removed simultan-
eously or in the reverse order from startup.
CAUTION: TO PROVIDE MAXIMUM RELIABILITY AND v
'	 LONGEVITY, TUNING CYCLES SHOULD BE LIMITED TO AN
'
	
	 a
ABSOLUTE MINIMUM.. VACUUM BELLOWS LIFE IS DIRECTLY a
RELATED TO THE NUMBER OF TUNING CYCLES (see Section 3).
7.2.4 Transportation and stern e
_E
i
Use the packing case for transportation and storage of the tube
when it is not in service.
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For storage below freezing, remove the coolant to avoid damaging
the tube. Disconnect the water lines and attach mating parts to the tube body
Hansen fittings. Drain the water from the tube and blow out the remaining coolant
with warm, dry air. Remove the ina-Vng Hansen fittings.
The protective covers for the input connector and the output
flange ,should be in place whenever the tube is in storage.
The gas pressure level can be checked at any time when the tube
has been removed from its electromagnet and placed in storage. The Vaclon
pump permanent magnet must be in its correct position on the Vaclon pump.
Connect the Vaclon pump cable to an appropriate power supply and put the pump
into operation according to the instructions provided for the Vaclon pump and
its power supply.
7.3 RECOMMENDED FAILURE FORM FOR USERS
In order to insure continued reliability of field systems, it is vital to
establish good communications between field personnel and factory engineers.
Toward this goal, a recommended failure form is given as Figure 7-2. This
form, filled out by the user and returned with the tube, could be instrumental in
reduction of serious field problems.
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8. DESIGN VERIFICATION TESTS
Design. Verification Test Plans for the BK70SK WBT klystron and for
the remote step tuner Model 8191-A are contained in the following pages.
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	1.0	 PURPOSE
This document defines the parameters and methods required
to assess the performance of a five cavity 24 kW, CW kly-
stron amplifier, tunable over the 2025 to 2120 MHz band
with a remote controlled six position channel tuner. The
acceptance tests are written to the requirements of NASA
specification 073-15029.
The tests as delineated will not necessarily be performed
in the order as presented in this document. A pre-requisite
of performing acceptance testing is that sufficient pre-
liminary testing has been.accomplished to assess general
tube performance.
During this preliminary test phase pre-set thumb wheel
settings will be established that insure automatic channel
selection by push button command. It is a requisite of
acceptance testing that specification performance be met
by push button command only.
Design verification Tests will be performed on the first
5K70SK-WBT, with the understanding that one additional tube
may be tested to the DVT plan at the request . of the govern-
ment.
	
2.0	 EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
The test equipment given in Paragraph 2.2, or its equivalent,
will be used in the acceptance testing of the 5K70SK-W13T and
push button controlled six position channel tuner.
2.1 Equipment Calibration
s, The calibrations and control of the test equipment
will be performed by Instrument Services under the
direction of Quality Assurance. Controls and pro-
cedures for calibration are specified by Quality.
Assurance Operating procedure 87-800-154 and Instru-
ment Services Operating Manual 87-800-153.
- .1
2.2	 F_cluiprnrnt Litt
ID
No. Descri^tion
1 Sweep Oscillator
2 ' Microwave .,-nplifier
3 Low Pass Filter
4 Variable Attenuator
5 Frequency -Meter
6 Dual-Directional Coupler
7 Isolator
8 Thermistor
9 Power -Ieter
10 3 Port Rf Sampler
11 Water i.cad .
12 Thermometer Set
13 Low Pass Filter
14 Variable Attenuator
15 Spectrum Analyzer
16 Oscilloscope Camera
17 Low Pass Filter
18 Variable Attenuator
19 Thermistor
20 Power :►,eter
21 Low Pass Filter
22 10 dB Attenuator
23 Crystal Detector
24 Oscilloscope
25 Collector F1(-, •:	 Meter
26 Body Flow -Meter
Type Frequency of Percent
^Ianufac urcr ^?:	 ' T^^drl C"'Libratio^n
fiewlett-1 1::cl.ard C,92B N/A
4]1C N/A
KicroIa6 / FXR L-1-30N `/A
Narda 792FF N/A
Hewlett-Packard 53GA 1 year = 0. 05
Het lctt-Packard 767D 1 year = 1. 0
Sperry D-44S5 N/A
Hewlett-Packard 4711A N/A
Hewlett-Packard 431C 3 mo. t 5.0	 F
Varian Special N/A
Eimac WL-2C4 `:/A
Varian Special 1 year t 1.0
RMicrola.h, /F1M 1— -30Y, N/A
Narda 791F-I N/A
Hewlett-Packard 351:5 3 mo. 3.0
Hewlett-Packard 197A N/A
R3icrolabi F.',M LA-30N N/A
Narda 792FF N/A
HeNvIett-Packard 471 SA N/A
Hewlett-Packard 431C 3 mo. 1 5. 0	 FS
;IMic:rolab/F.XR L.k-30N N/A
Weinschel 530-10 N/A
Hewlett-Packard 420A N/A
Tektronix 545A 3 mo. ±3.0
Fisher and Porter 0 -40 gpm 3 mo. t 2. 0	 FS
Fisher and Porter 0-4 fpm 3 mo. t 2.0	 FS
.	 t
-2-
Type Frenuency of Percer:
Mandacturer Or Model Calitsr tion c.:r-
J.P. Marsh 0-100 psi 3 mo. 2. 0	 F-^
Varian H -193 N/A
Eimac 11919 3 Mo. = 2. 0	 i S
(Seee_,
accur-=.
list)
Varian 0-300 psi 3 mo. = 2. 0 FS
Waters 940-2 3 mo. ; 5. 0
	 FS	 1.
Rhode & Schwartz SLRD N/A
Narda 3043-10 N/A
Fisher and Porter 0-14 gprn 3 mo.
Varian VTS-6050 N/A
t'kmviett-Packard 64Z5A N/A
Narda 615 N/A
Weinshel 210-30 3 mo
-+ 2. 0 FS , 11
+ O.ldb H
a
2.2	 Equipment List (cont,d)
E
No. Descrintion
27 ?pressure Gau;e
• 23 Focusing ^Iadnet
29 Heater--Ma-net-H. V.
i
Power Supply
30 Pressure Fixture
3i Torque French
32 Sigaal. Generator
r
33 Directional Coupler
34 Water Load Flow Meter
35 S-Band T PVT
• 36 Preselec.or
37 W/G to Coax Adapter
38 30 db at:tenuat:or
-3-
2.3
	 Meter Acc-.zr ,, o -.cs nor Power :'o. 11919 ?.a
j
TYPE PERCENT
NAME MANLT- AC URER OR MO DEL RANGE A CC L TI _'- ,
Neater Voltage Westinghouse DY-2 0-15 Vac +2.0 FS
Heater Current Westirghouse DY-2 -'0-50  Aac f 2.0 FS
Beam Voltage Westinghouse DX 0-25 IsVdc ; 1.0 FS
Body Current Assembly Products	 461 0-500 nLkde 2.0 FS
- Beam Current Weston 301 0-3 Adc 1.0 F5
Magnet Current Opad Electric 0-25 Ade t 2,0 FS
t '
-	 •
"4-
	3. .0	 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
NAS--5-2 0601
NASA Technical Specification #73--15029
Palo Alto Tuba Division Quality Assurance Operating
Procedure Manual
Technical Manual S-Band Klystron Power Amplifier Subsystem
Model 11-076
	
4.0	 DESCRIPTION OF TESTS
4.1 Test: Hydrostatic Pressure
Procedure: Fill the body and collector coolant lines
with coolant and pressurize to 125 psi.
RECORD OBSERVATIONS
Verification: There shall be no evidence of coolant
leakage.
4.2 Test: Body Coolant Pressure Drop
Procedure: Connect a differential pressure gauge across
the body coolant lines. Set the flow rate at
1.2 gpm and read the pressure drop.
RECORD PRESSURE DROP
A ^ 	 x
Verification. The pressure drop shall not exceed 65 psi..
4.3 Test:	 Collector Coolant Pressure Drop
Procedure: Connect a differential pressure gauge across
the collector coolant lines. Set the flow
rate at 18.5 gpm and read the pressure drop.
RECORD PRESSURE DROP
Verification: The pressure drop shall not exceed 40 psi.
4.4 Test: Heater Current
Procedure: Apply heater voltage and adjust to 7.5 volts.
The surge current should not exceed 24 amperes.
After five minutes, read the heater current.
RECORD HEATER CURRENT
Verification: The heater current shall not fall below
9.5 amperes nor exceed 13.0 amperes.
4.5	 Test: "'u;ner Torque
Procedure: Tune each cavity over its specified range
(see tuning curves) using a 0-100 inch-ounce
torque wrench tool. observe the maximum torque
encountered.
RECORD MAXIMUM TORQUE
6
d
I
J
ii
j. J
4.6 Testa. Focusing
Procedure: The klystron shall be electromagnetically
focused by the H-193 electromagnet assembly.
The voltage source shall not exceed 200 volts.
The optimum value shall be determined during
preliminary testing. This optimum value will
be used throughout the series of tests.
RECORD FOCUS VOLTAGE AND CURRENT
Verification The torque required to tune the tube shall
not exceed 80--3,nch-ounces.
J
r'
}
i
is Verification.: The focus -current shall not exceed 25
amperes.
E
4.7 Test: Beam Voltage
Procedure: Apply heater voltage as per Paragraph 4.4.
Apply voltage to the electromagnet assembly
and adjust to specified value. Ap ply beam
voltage and adjust to specified value.
RECORD BEAD VOLTAGE
Verification: The beam voltage shall not exceed 22.0 M
4.8 Test: Cathode Current
Verification:. The cathode current shall not exceed
2.78 Adc.
4.9 Test: Emission
9
a
Procedure: operate klystron as per Paragraph 4.7 for
15 minutes, after which the heater voltage shall
be reduced to 6.75 volts. After 15 minutes of
stabilization at the reduced heater voltage, the	 s
beam current shall be measured.
RECORD CHANGE 1N BEAM CURRENT
Verification: The.change in beam current shall not exceed
200 mA.
4.10 Test: Power output
Procedure:
Step 1 Connect equipment as shown in Figure 5.1 and
	 J
1.operate per Paragraph 4.7.
Step ,2 Actuate tuning mechanism to achieve tuning
for Channel 1.	 a
Step 3 Increase rf drive and observe output response
with crystal detector.
Step 4 Switch sweep selector to manual.
Step 5 Adjust rf drive power level and rf drive
frequency to achieve rated power output a•,,:
point of maximum power output.
Step 6 Set recorder Y-axis drive level.
} ;	 Step 7 Set sweep time to ten seconds.
t°
Step 8 Record drive levels to 0 dB and -1.0 dB and
leave attenuator set for 0 dB level.
Step 9 ]Disconnect Y-axis of recorder from drive power
bridge and connect to output power bridge.
8
3Step 10 Set sweep selector to manual and adjust
frequency to point of highest power output.
Step 11 Observe water load temperature differential	 is
and calculate power output.
a
Step 12 Record power output.
Step 13 Adjust output attenuator to produce a point
on the recorder Y axis to coincide with the
0 dB line drawn in Step 8.
Verification: The power output shall not be less than
24 kW measured on the highest point within
the specified bandwidth.
Step 14 Record output trace.
Step 15 Calibrate the X axis using frequency meter
and manual sweep.
Step 16 Repeat Steps 2 through 5 with reduced drive
to obtain data at the 12 kW and 1.2 kW level.
Step 17 Repeat Steps 2 through 16 for Channels 2
through 6.
4.11 Test:	 Bandwidth (1 dB)
Procedure:	 From graphs obtained in Paragraph 4.10 de-
termine 1 dB bandwidth.
RECORD BANDWIDTH
"	 Verification: The bandwidth measured at the 1 dB point
shall not fall below 20 MHz.
RECORD ALL PRE SET THUMB WHEEL SETTINGS
FOR SIX CHANNEL OPERATION
i4.12 Test: Gain
Procedure: While operating as per Paragraph 4.10, com-
pute the rf gain (10 x log power out/drive).
RECORD GAIN
Verif.-kcation: 	 This gain shall not fall below 45 dB at
the 2.4 kW level. No more than 750 milliwatts
will be required within the 24 kW to 1.2 kW
range.
4.13 Test: Efficiency
Procedure: While operating as per Paragraph 4.10, compute
the efficiency:
rf power output
do power input
RECORD EFFICIENCY
Verification: The efficiency shall not fall below 37%
at the 24 kW level.
The efficiency shall not fall below 17%
at the 12 kW level.
The efficiency shall_ not fall below 1.5%
at the L.2 kW level.
4.14 Test:	 Warm-Up Time
Procedure: Operate klystron as per Paragraph 4.11,
allowing a maximum of 5 minutes heater warm-up.
OBSERVE POWER OUTPUT
Verification: The tube shall produce rated output power.
.	 .
.	 n
IL	 e
4.15 Test: Body Current
Procedure: Observe klystron as per Paragraph 4.10 and
Observe body current.
RECORD BODY CURRENT
Verification: The body current shall not exceed 75 mAdc.
4.16 Test: Amplitude Response
Procedure: From graphs obtained in Paragraph 4.10 de-
termine the maximum amplitude variation over
center 20 MHz of bandpass.
RECORD AMPLITUDE VARIATION
Verification: The tube amplitude response shall not vary
more than +0.5 dB, (1.0 dB peak-to-peak)
over the center 20 MHz of the bandpass.
4.17 Test: Linearity
Procedure: With the klystron tuned to Channel 3 and
operating as per Paragraph 4.10, apply drive
signals of 2064.25 MHz and 2065.75 MIiz such
j	 that the power output for each frequency is
2.0 kW. Measure the third order inter-
modulation products on the spectrum analyzer.
^ 	
. -
RECORD INTERMODULATION PRODUCTS
Verification: The third order intermodulation products
shall not be less than 30 dB below the
2.0 kW level.
NOTE: On one selected channel, the 5K70SK WBT
will be required to demonstrate specifi-
cation performance with input line and
output load VSWR's equal to, but no better
than 1.1 to 1.0.
4.18 Test: interface
Procedure: The klystron shall be mechanically inter- 	
4
changeable with the 5K70SG excepting the
getter, which will be replaced by a Varian
Vacion pump.	
j.
i
--	
12
OBSERVE INTERCHANGEABILITY
4.18 Test:
	
interface
Verification: All electrical connections, waveguides,
coaxial jacks coolant fittings, etc. shall
interface identically with the 5K70SG ex-
cepting the getter which will be replaced by
a Varian Vaclon pump.
4.19 Test:	 Spurious Outputs
Procedure:
	
Setup equipment as shown in diagrams 5.1 and
5.3.
The klystron will be operating on Channel 3 with
a center frequency of 2065 MHz. 	 l
1) With a minimum of 30 db attenuator set in precision
attenuator apply sample of R.F. signal frog T.U.T.
2) Adjust spectrum analyzer display for IOMHz/Div scan
width (10OMHz full scan) 300 KHz T.F. bandwidth
Sweep rate - any convenient rate to maintain 	 f
calibrated display.. 	 {
J
3) Tune spectrum analyzer to output frequency of T.U.T.
and adjust analyzer attenuator controls to place top
of response on 0 db reference line of display.
4) Retune spectrum analyser for center frequency of
225OMHz (100MHz fuel scan).
5) Remove 30 db precision attenuator.
(reference line now corresponds to --30 db below
carrier signal).
6) Observe spectrum analyzer display for any signals
greater than -85 db below carrier.
RECORD SPURIOUS OUTPUTS
Verification: Spurious signals in the 2200
	 2300 MHz
range shall be less than -85 db carrier.
13
4.20 Test: Random Noise
Procedure:
	
While operating as per Paragraph 4.10 and tuned
to Channel 3, a portion of the rf output will be
sampled as a do reference representing 24 kW.
This do level will appear as a straight horizontal
line on the oscilloscope. 	 When switched to ac a
coupling and increased sensitivity, the scope
will exhibit a trace configuration mainly de-
termined by the ripple of the power supply.	 The
ac components riding on this ripple will display
random noise frequencies which-when compared in
amplitude to the original do voltage representing
24 kW will yield a random noise figure.	 (20
log voltage dc/ voltage ac.)
RECORD RANDOM NOISE f
r	 S
1
Verification:	 The random noise shall be at least 60 dB ;-
down from 24 kW.
4.21	 Test:	 Tuning Curves
Procedure:	 Operate the klystron as per Paragraph 4.10, ex-
cept beam voltage shall be 10 kVdc.
	 Apply
swept drive of 10 mW or less and synchronously
tune the tube with unsaturated drive over the
specified frequency range. 	 Observe each cavity's
number of turns from the low frequency stop.
R	 N4
i
RECORD CAVITY TURNS -
Verification:
	 A tuning curve shall be given for each cavity
j.
starting from the low frequency stop.
A4.22	 Test:	 Output Power Stability
Procedure: While operating as per Paragraph 4.10 but with
a minimum warm-up and stabilization time of 20
minutes, a power stability run of at least 8
hours will be initiated. At 2-hour intervals,
all input parameters to the klystron will be
adjusted to those values established at the
initiation of the test.
RECORD POWER OUTPUT AT 2-HOUR INTERVALS.
Verification:	 Por:;er output does not vary more than
+0.2dB over an eight-hour period.
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tai n Max Min flax Min Max
0-1vo ---- ----- ,^03"® ----- ----- ^Q.^^► ----- ----
.2-2- ^---- 2 .2.0 22.0 ^."^. - ^ - 2 2 . o
Z. (P ---- 2.78 2.. & ---	 -- 2.78
z 24.0 ----- 0' W 12.0 ------ 1.2 ----_
j*Z --°--- 750 103 --- 750 --- 750
37.0 ---- 2-1.0 17.0 ----- 1.5
elf. 45 ----- f Q. 45 ----- ,f" . 45 _ _ -
a S -- 75 _^, ---- 75 /,^ _ ---- 75
2.3 20 - --- 20 -	 - Z3.,t' 20 -----
7	 5 --- 7. 5 _7 .5 ---- 7.5 7 5 ---- 7. 'i
13.0 _10.1 --- 13, 0 -	 -• 1 3. 0
~
--_.- 25.0 0^ _--_-- 25. 0 w^1^ - ---- 25.0
UNl
Mliz
kVd
r.(IG
1, w
m1^!
^t 1i
mAd
1411Z
VAC'
,c
!! d c
- its
Parameter	 Symbol.
Frequency F:
Beam Voltage Fb :
Bvara Current 1b:
Pow,:L output Yo:
I{t	 zclf.ut: Rawer Pd:
I 1 I it:lullt i1 Fff:
U-L L!1 Gain:
B(,,ly Cur-runt Yby:
baili- widLh Dw:
IWALUL VulLage Ef :
fluaLer Current if:
M.AgsI^t Current IM:
Aiiiplitude Response G;
I	 .
..	
k
5K70SK-WBT Serial. No.
Channel No.
	
Z '
T1 tstL.W By	 Vz Al^1^1?^
AeVarian QAR .4z""
	
^-
Customer (BAR
Date	
` 7f
Date	 ►^ Z.^^.
Mite Gf^^j r
Cavity ,,eLtings
A .3//
13	 231
C
- -
1,	 33.
I	 2-7/a
6.0 TEST Pf: HFOf;MANCE DATA SHBETS
b.1
	
I owur tlsiLlskIL, I3andwirlth, I:t fi v. i c v,,y
tnd Gait
f t	 1 1
Parameter	 Symbol
Frequency F:
Beam Voltage Eb:
Beam Currant Ib:
Power Output Po:
Rf Input Power Pd.
E ff iG.l uncy Ef f :
G,A.Ln Gain:
Burly Current zt:y:
i3auawidtli lit,
ilea Loo VOILage 1. r e
Hea tur Current If:
14aga ut, Currant I:n:
Anti l it.udu Response G
5K70SK-WBT Seria:l. No.
Channel. No.
24 kw 2 kw .2 w
Min Max Min Max Min Max
XZ ------ 22.0 22.0 - __° 22.0
. ( ---- 2.78 _. --- _ 2.70 ---- 2.7E!
24.0 ------ ^^. 12.0 -- - .'A; 1.2 ----
.33S ----- 750 /00 ---- 750 ^.^. w-- 750
A w^ 37.0 ---- 21.0  17.0 ----- 201 1.5 ----
^'• 45 -----
_
45 --- ,672. r^ 45 ----
3 0 r _--- 7 s ---- 75 ------ 75
12-5 20 ------ ^Z2,!r 20 ---- 20 ----
-7 _5 ---	 -- 7.5 7.5 ---- 7.5 7.5 --_- 7.!)
/0o4^ -	 - 13.0 ^^t^•^e^ ^----- 13.0 _10.6 ----- 13.0
Aa - _--_ 25.0
_ 
^^i w -_ 25..0 ^ 3 _ --_-^ 25.0
_-	 ^- ±0.5 ^7 -_--- f0..5 ---_- ±0.5
Tu s ted By
	 ^^{!^ ^t^Wl^^^i 
	
Date /,,^-^1^^, 	 /7,7^
Ciivity :settings
A	 .--^-
	
_--
_
V	
AAQ	 A
Varian QAR	 bate -	 ^'.^" B —	 _
4
Date -ALCustomer QAR
-	 -_-	 -
D O^_
6.0	 TEST PLitFOR MANGE DATA SHEETS
5.1
	
Power Output, Bandwidth, Efficiency
and Gain
3va
Ut
Min Max
----
----
i^.^ ---- 22.0
r° ---- 2.76
12.0 ----
9 - --•--- 7 t- 0
A'^ _ -
^__ ----- 75
20 ----
7.5 ---- 7.5
I-J	 h ---- 13.0
-	 -- 2 5. 0
-f
 
Max
1..2 ---
1.1
20
7.5 - - -- .
,e^
kl1.`a
UN1
t-1:1 t.
k-Vd
do
r:rS d
' IS
j.-Ad
.1'
24 kw
Min Max
__-_ 22.0
'2.7B
24.0
---- 750
.17.0 -----
45 -- _
------ 75
, 0 -----
----- 7.5
---- 13.0
--- 25.0
----- f!1.5
Parameter
	 Symbol
Frequency P:
Beam Voltage Eb :
B,-ant Current 1b:
PC)tva:r output Po:
Rf	 liiput	 P rawer Pa:
.i Gal t i :
Currunt: ILOY
1S,911 LIWI d Lh
ltL'.j,t--r	 VOILdge Ef'.
IIu-zt.k.r	 CurLent 1l::
Md.ji„rL Current; ltr+:
AittLAILUCIa	 IZt=sponse. G:
,..L
RAI Y,
7.5
. Lo-.fO-
j
..R-.
5K70SK -WBT Serial_ No.. ^._
Channel No..
	 4
TL .^ ^. _".0 ^^Ir
11 '^^^
Vo, i i..zrn QAR _
	 I
a
C u:l t cAiicir QAR
Date	 7f
Date	 ri—
Date A17 r-
{`ov it y .`iettings
A_...^^
B
^7
t^	 5,0 .
U 'VEST PL;IWORMANC E DATA SI IELT S
. t	 I' ►t;, -t 	- Alt JAI L
 ,	 tlL111Liwldttl,	 t.rt i L-, •-nk.\'
Li:i:{	 4;11 i11
4
I U _.
,.. k'..t_ -T!
W
T T
i
5K7 0SK- WBT Serial. -No •
Channel, No.
24 kw w 1.2 Ur
Min Max Min Max Min Max
Z04?,T ------ ----
^`^ ---- 22 0
.
22 .0 22.0
2.70 2.4 --	 - 2.78. 226 - - 2. l8
24.0 12.0 ---- 1.2 ----
2.20 - -- 750 ----- 750 --- 750
37.0 0 17.0 ---- 1.5 --	 -
-0. 45 ----- .r2. 45 45 ----JS- - 75 ---- 75 ------ 75
Z2. 20 ----- 2-2. 20 --^-- _ ^ ^ 20 ----
7.5 ----- 7.5 7.5 _ -- . 7.
^^* ^► _--- 13.0 /a . ---- 13.0 13.0
r^ ---- 25.0 ^116_-_ -	 -- 25.0 ^^	 _ ----- 25.0
Parameter	 Symbol.
Frequency
	 F:
Beam Voltage.	 Fb
Bearit Current	 1b:
Power Output
	
Po:
Rf Input Power	 ..Pd:
Effiei F.-ncy	 Eff:
C:a 1!1	 Gain:
Doily Current	 1by:
it. t:lC^51I e^ ti1	 DW:
ii,..iLL,.r Voltage	 Lf:
iitu.att.:.r Current	 . If:
Ma g-jsi-t Current	 Im .
Autplitucle Response	 G.
UNI:'
Mix
kVdi
Adc
kw
if1W
d 
mAd
1<±tl ^
A.A c
Adc
0B
Testud By	 ,- DaLe	 1 7 f
-
Cavity Settings
J-20__
Varian QAR GaLe	 3 ^`7 B —p`^^
Custcaluer QA,R d]ata_
i
663
-c
Fri• _	 - ........-. „p_ R..y
h.0	 TLST Vk^k(FUJU4ANCH DATA SHEETS
ti. Z	 PtlWui tttlt i,tiL, 13ttltci411ci€.Ii, ).#'t 1c:1t^ncy
d1ld t igi 111
Tu U LL.11 fs^^	
-1^4
V-sr l.trl ^4tt 	 L^C^	 ^r^
C u5i u11^c^. QAR
ll tc:
	 75-
Date
V;IVity ""ettilig5.
A sgrz
B --620
C -43
I 75-If
6S6
4
6.0 TEST 1?I;H,` O1U ANCB DATA SHEETS
6.1
	 Powur rititf)utt, f,wdw.Ldth, l.f'tit:ll.i tcj,
and Ga il)
C	 l F.
.....^.. 24 kw 12 kw 1.2 cw
Hill Max Min Max Min Max
-ZV-P- --- - ---- Z/ro ---- ---- z/ao ---- ----
^ - - - - - 22.0 761 - - - - 22.0 27- - - - -	 22.0
.Z• ^- ----- 2.79 2.• tv ---- 2.78 ---_ 2 . 'r .
2 4 .0 - - - - _/Z_ 12.0 ------ 1.2 ----
^fa ----- 750 --_-- 750 .7 --- 7 ^^^
3 ,1.0 ------ .17. 0 --- - 1.5 ----
476 45 ---- 45 ---- •3'^le 45
2u •----- 20 ------ 20 ---__
7.5 _ -- ---- 7.5 7.5 ----- 7.5 7.5 ---- 7 . i,
/97•ip ---- 13.0 13.0.
.._
---- 13.0
---- 25.0 ^^ ---- 25.0 _ .. ^__ 2:.0
'¢
	, ---- +0.5 _^ ---_- x-(1.5 < ___- -►-0.5
UNI
MHz
Wd
A.1L•
f- W
ilr4!
e
±1ilx
ra.1L:
dH
Paramt^ter	 Symbol
Fre y.;uF-ncy P:
i' y am Voltage Bb;
l,w
	 Current 1b:
i	 r	 :Ll ijut Po:
. Ga.i rr :
!'': _aut.S	 Vol L,iLje LI
t	 :t	 'wort t'_tct^ 1 i
Mag im:t. Gull-unt irtl:
Aug :A i 4 tiLtO	 itt .:ponse G:
fs
P
Ns
ap
ov ^,0
f
44
1I
PARAMETERS
	
tilTV.
Center Frequency	 F0.	 2065
Freque:cy Separation	 Fsep: _ i.5	 ---	 ---	 :biz
Frequency (1)	 Fl s	 Fo 4 . 0. 7  5	 __	 MHz
Power Output (Fl)	 PoFl:	 2.0	 -°-	 ---	 kW
Frequency (2)	 F2,	 Fc - 0.75	 MHZ
Power Output (F2 )	 PoF2:	 2.0	 ---	 kW
I3rd Order Interinodulatic.. 	 IM3: 	 -30	 3B
r
:x
Tested By	 1d	 DATE
n
Varian QAR	
,r	
DATE
Customer QAR
	
DATE
6.0 	 TEST PE R!OR_'''L:i:CZ DATA SHEET
6.2	 Linearity
19
aa
t
r-
i
WARM--T3P, E-IISSION , !,M TM ABILITY TESTS
r_
PARA24ET E R
Warm-Up Time
5 minute s
SYMBOL
Pa
{
KLYST:..::i
Comments:
Comer:e rt S
Tested By
Varian
6. 0 TEST PERFORMANCE A;,ITA SHEET
`	 6.3 Warm-Up and Emission Tests
Y
MIN.	 -MAX.	 UNITS	 r
,r	 +.
S
i
24.0	 --	 kW
3
^a
E	 .^
ij
	
200	 mAdc
-3
t	 '^
SATE Co T,
DATE
DATE^^^,5'^ _ r
y
j
W 20 ..
Emission	 A lb	 /®
5F^'JSK-WET 2
Xi.YSTROi
G^'
¢1G1^1O^ GV
^4p
C^
HATER FLOP ? ,	 DT?C? TuND Sm'.-= ?AFC;: . D m -:ATA
PARAMETER	 SYMBOL	 MIN.	 :---S
COL T^ ECTOR
Flow	 Flow:	 18.5	 ---	 ----	 gtm
Pressure Drop
	
,dP :	 30. 5	 ---	 40	 psi
BODY
Flow	 Flow:	 1.2	 ---	 ----	 g-ri
Pressure Drcp	 4P	 I o 0
	
---	 65	 psi
STATIC PRESSDPE
125 psig	 ----	 2 LO,4 r,40,, No Leakage
DATE MA	 jq75
DATE
DATE
y
Tested By
Varian QAR	
o^
Customer QAR
6.0 TEST PERF02.1.UV;CE ZATA SHEET
6.4	 Water rl:w, cressure drop and Static
pressure iata	
- 21 -
ii
TUNER TOP.1[ =—S T
PARAMETZE :; 3YY30I. MIN.	 "_"_'{. :'^I^S
Torque Tq ----	 30 in.oz
Cavity A
Cavity 5	 F—
Cavity C	 4
Cavit1, D	 G
Cavity .	 7f
Testate By
Varian QAR
Customer Q
6 .0  TEST ?r.Rr LP_ _i_ ..E	 SHEr. T
6.5 Tuner Torqu=
DATE ( - & 7
DATE 4e5
DATE 41171-/^ . a
- 22 -
co
s00
k--4
F
C!3
00
d
a 600
w
:uy
r^
500
W
P4
.	 p4
400
H
300
5K70SK-WBT	 Serial
'P'k@	 `TUNING CURVI^O^^'	 Date
0 POOR. QU T-%
CAVITY
900
200
100
• r r ^ r !--Y r- l k	 •- _ -a	
^:
1
4:
j77'
-tff-FtH- HL
y
r
1000
. 71
Ch.1	 Ch.2	 Ch.3
	
Ch.4	 Lft.5	 Gh.b
2035	 2050	 2065
	
2080	 2095	 2. 110
6.0 TEST PERFORMANCE DATA SHEET
	
FREQUENCY MHz
6.6 Tuning Curves	
-. 23 •-
Serial #,
Date
a
5K70SK71 BT
TUNING CURVES
CAVITY	 _&
w,
3
7	
1
i
900
,.^ 800
N
i-
U]
_
100
:s ^1
A 600l
a Soo
W
W
q
400
..	 •+.i
H
00
200
sl
1`	
w
a
.4
	^w
100
r_^_
_	 - '+_.-^r -nom- • i	 :. ^ •.- .	 .^.. :. 1.	 4.	 .-	 {	
'	 ^	 : ^_	 '	 __-_
.--.-»^l
mss--.^ _
r-a r-.•
-!
	
-
T
^.`_ __. ^ : i
.. t _ _
	
^Y^.	 M. .-.
..^-r:^^.- _	 ..	 . fir ^«^^:^..._•—
_	 ^----	 '
r_^I
w++ _1 1-FI 4a
•	 1
L;n . I	 t;n . u	 U.n . 6	 Ui . 4
	 [:h.b
	 C:h.b
2035	 2050	 2065	 2080
	
2095	 2110
6.0 TEST PERFORMANCE DATA SHEET	 FREQUENCY MHz -
6.6 Tuning Curves
	
» 23 _
.. ... 	
..
	
_A
1000
900
z 800
E-
E-
w
^ 700
E-00
.,•, W
A 600
w
w
1
500
W4
W
400
H
300
K	
200
N^
100
SK70SK-IVBT	 Serial
TUNING CURVES	 Date 7- -
ORTGINI LSAGE%AV TY C OE ^00R QjAaT^
MT
17T
-
{+*.-}.w.. ^^♦ 'i • - f	
. .
-
_-
..
!_+_F•.. -..	 .. ._
_	 •
.--._.-{-	 _
..-art . ^
.. _	 .
_ _-' ^
_.^ . Fes.
.... ^^^^
.. I^ . ^--.
_ . _ ___
^-,i
Un . i	 Ln . t	 Lri 1 .5	 Ln .4	 Un.5	 Cft.fi
2035	 2050	 205	 2080
	
2095
	 2110
6.0 TEST PERFORMANCE DATA SHEET 	 FREQUENCY MHz
6.6 Tuning Curve.,
	
- 23 -
Serial f
Date g;¢ ;S:- 7;r
5K705K-IVBT
TUNING CURVES
CAVITY
1 .
1000
. 900
C-5Z 0p 00
'^ H
H
w
rra
700
Ufa ^0
x
A 600
w
W4
S00
w
1 400
wH
300
ab
w
200
qy
N^
100
.	 YI
f !.	 4	 1 •
. -------
:-..._
r
y
.	 A
.	 f
i
Ch. I	 Ch. 2	 Ch. a	 Ch. 4	 Ch. 5	 Ch. b
2035	 2050	 21065	 2080	 2095	 2110
6.0 TEST PERFORMANCE DATA SHEET	 FREQUENCY MHz
4	 6.6 Tuning Curves	 23 -
.e" ^^ --^' --
^^i_—.
•	 -	 '	 TI
T	
_	
... ^..
	 _
}~	 ^:.^^'Y_
1 -• 1
::	 _. " :-
111	
:^._
-
:-'::_:	 {	 .:_	 -t-^.-_
Serial #
Date
1000
900
300
^v
vq
00
V
x^
100
5K70SK-{VRT
TUNING CURVES
CAVITY	 E
LO
Soo
E--'W
U;
700
E-
'`	 G
a
A 600
r
Wr.,
1Mr
a 500
W4
400
xE^
Ch.I	 Uri .Z	 1.:11. i	 un.4	 L111.3	 +vii.o i
2035	 2050	 2065	 2080	 2095	 2110
6.0 TDST PERFORMANCE DATA SHEET 	 FREQUENCY MHz
6.6 Tuning Curves	
- 23 -
2(165
17 77^
5K70Sn-',:8:
MTOOM NOISE '±+rc T
i
PA P.AL'^.ET E R
Frequency
Power Out It
Random Noise
SYMBOL
c:
ca
:fir:
MIN.	 MAX.	 UNIT S
-
24.0
	
---	 kW
---	 -60	 dB
Tested By CLI q-14 4
Varian QAR	 ^i^.•	 1^3=
Customer QAR
DATECO
	
^^S
 3^
'-)ATE ^ ^ 7-f
DATE	 S -
6.0 TEST P z^ 'PF'-- •:.{:::.c. DATA Si: ELT
6.7 Random ';,:46se
- 24 -
SPURIOUS O=UT TEST
r
5K70SK-:;3T` 'c,";
KLYSTRO:r
PA.R,kMETEP,	 SYMBOL	 MIN.	 "!Ax.	 + I': S
Frequency	 F:	 2065
Power Output
	
Po:	 j.1,(. 0	 24.0	 ---	 kW
Spurious Out put	 N. F :	 °^ ^O ^	 °-- _	 -8 ^	 3S
1
Tested By ALVIAA&n^t U A;.;^ - M if	 I ^^Varian QAR
L
Customer QAR
i	 .
6.0	 TEST PERFO.IR--f-MICE DATA SHEET
6.8 Spurious Output
DATE
DATE
DATE
a ^'	 1
S.
	 TSEgIAL NO. Z._
FILAMEf•;? VOLTAGE ^ , V
FILAMENT CURRENT	 A
MAGNET CURRENT	 L	 A
CHANNEL _ I
BEAM VOLTAGE Z_A _kV
BEAM CURRENT Z	 A
BODY CURRENT L—mA
DATE:_	 1 BY: _1^_ AS ^ (
POWER OUTPUT— kW
DRIVE POWER	 mW
GAIN	 dB
7 -
I
,- -
lk
1 +-
..
II
rt4
I^t
4-r.:
y T-
*
T	 '.
j-
'-}
1
T
-f-^
=	
rt
i t T t r
t-^
-
+
r
t
^' 1
'^
{
l
-
f-f
-
i
T
^-
+t r r
-
- {	 -
-- -
1
FREQUENCY Mhlz	 26 --
c1
'	 4240-tO-tb a 1e/73
Yf1Y DATA 1H1[£T
W,
S,K765;k-- h' rsERIAL NO. Z	 CHANNEL	 f	 DATE:	 -7") BY: -UlAf:5
FILAMENT VOLTAGE ^r _ V	 BEAM VOLTAGE 22- kV	 POWER OUTPUT	 kW
FILAMENT CURRENT S A	 BEAM CURRENT -2— l? A	 DRIVE POWER	 mw
MAGNET CURRENT	 C- A
	
BODY CURRENT (	 mA
	 GAIN	 ? dB
FREQUENCY MHz	 26
1^kpv V	 1'
i
-^
TV
-
7
_
_ t
_-
I If
f
Y
1,
- - --
i
S,^7c S,^%: ^^ 7 gER IAL tVO. 7
	
CHANNEL 
f	 DATE: (4 --.Z^'^-BY: L^Z 9
FILAMENT - VOLTAGE _7, 6_ V	 BEAM VOLTAGE — ^^ kV	 POWER OUTPUT Z kl kW
FILAMENT CURRENT' A
	 BEAM CURRENT i^„ ^. A 	 DRIVE POWER	 MW
MAGNET CURRENT	 A
	 BODY CURRENT	 mA	 GAIN	
-	
dB
FREQUENCY MHz	 26
•	 4240- 1'a-zt+ R10/78
TCST DATA 5"t[T
!^^r"^,^ c«:7 SERIAL NO K
	
CHANNEL Z.	 DATE:	 - Z ^ BY: Itp^-
FILAMENT VOLTAGE 7, 6 V	 BEAM VOLTAGE 22kV 	 POWER OUTPUT —L	 kW
FILAMENT CURRENT	 ^^ (t A	 BEAM CURRENT ^ L-7A	 DRIVE POWER E-._7— m 
MAGNET CURRENT 	 A	 BODY CURRENT 1•3 —mA	 GAIN	 J"I 5/  dB
--
r^-	 .^I 4+^. r t -
1
Trr..
i
T.
I i
I ^
r	 =t=.
_.	 .r
^—
-T--r-
—
t•
4 
—r j
T-T
i	 —
1	 1 ;
r
1
,—tom
'
^T I n -}
_
1—r tT ^* - 7^t-r -- r i +
-
=7E
^ ^ J
O .y
GMr
^ b
9
^C j1
i
s:
s
FREQUENCY MHz 	 _ 26
ERIAL NO. Z
	
CHANNEL ^- 	 DATE:
	
BY:-d-/Z 13
FILAMENT VOLTAGE -7,
	
V	 BEAM VOLTAGE ^^^ kV	 POWER OUTPUT — 1 2- kW
FILAMENT CURRENT	 A
	
BEAM CURRENT	 A
	
DRIVE POWER	 mw
MAGNET CURRENT 	 A	 BODY CURRENT	 mA
	 GAIN	 C.	 d8
r+ T-'-^
t ^*
r r +
'^' ^	 _^
1
-
I	 -
-
^-f'Y-
-4 -
t +.	 F
-t
+ ..rya.. +" ^1..."} r	 -^
t"_i T
.t *- I i'' ^
•	 t—t- ^	 -.
it
,--^-I, ^	 r- ^--
.}.^.»
-rte ; -	 ^ 1_ I ^ -f -7 ^ -•-
-,	 ,F'I-
T
}_
-+-t.	 1-.	 .-T.-
. --.- .4
_..r ,
^.
7
,
	
7
+
1-rl
fll
t _♦. t .
.J—
1^
_
--` i
^t .. ^__
4-
•_	 , _ _ _^ 4
.
-r
I
II
Ii
I
b
FREQUENCY MHz	 - 26 -
_^f= lcs^- Cc aI' SER IAL NO. Z
FILAMENT VOLTAGE 
//^
	 V
FILAMENT CURRENT
	
A
MAGNET CURRENT	 A
BEAM VOLTAGE &^__kV
BEAM CURRENT / C'_A
BODY CURRENT _2E mA
CHANNEL 2- DATE: LJ i _ BY: d/fL Q
POWER OUTPUT - 2 q kW
DRIVE POWER
	 mW
GAIN	 dB
4240-10.25 R 10/77
YE7T VAT^ 3HE[T
ob
F
-
r
I
T
_
1
-__j—k.. J 1 +1A
-i TT• _	
t t-
e -r--r	 - ^- --^	 , -•	 I
i-^-^-
.--rte 
^	
^
T	 I
TI•	 t.	 .-.	 .
^.1.-
I
-- - • r
I 	 _+ - 'T
-^	 ^..-
_
t
Itl	 1
tr:p— 
r—
I
I-:
.ter.:. 1^
7y
J	
.	 1_
1
a 1	 _^^.+}
Tr:	 ;	 I - --
-	
_
•f	 ..
.^ 1..	 _.	 - T .
1^^"f-••^
-J
t	 _1
.
iT
-r-Y_••r-.__I
I 	
,
I	
.
,
1^
---+!--^•-
Tf 4il
_
4
t	 T
1
: +rTa
- I ^-
- L .
i
o
O
'^ ro
0
- 26 -
FREQUENCY MHz
__	 _
V", 7o 
51 L-z rSER I AL N0.
FILAMENT VOLTAGE 
—F-^-=- V
FILAMENT CURRENT 1 (l ' & A
MAGNET CURRENT
	 I ^	 A
BEAM VOLTAGE 22, W
BEAM CURRENT 2, (,' A
BODY CURRENT 1,;," mA
CHANNEL -3 DATE:	 1- BY: 10 /F P
POWER OUTPUT r_ 
s
, z kW
DRIVE POWER
	 mW
GAIN	 S1.S dB
+^ _rtes
rt
t
7-4
r+°
. .t
t-' r r-• 1'
r
^-
--
i
^.
I
'j
-
I
---
-	 -j
+
?
-
^_ f
-
-
-
i
^
- - -
I Z
-
-
1
'-- rY t
-^^ '	 ;-1
3
	
?
1
+.
1
r
T Y
{ t
i j ^_. ^
^,	 ;t
t
Tr
-
1-i 1 t. _^
_i
i
t-
.-•-,-_r
	
r	 -
t	
-	
^,
I
}'
'
-L
IT
t
I
t L #444t-4
-r	
if
T-
+
-^
t
r r}1 r
T
FREQUENCY MHz	 26
- -
y II
=t l -+ r-
r
^
I	 I	
-
1	 _	 _1 I
-
-i	 l_ ♦ I ^ I ^	 i	 i
-
^
TT
1-	 T i-V_-_•	 ^..1^
r ^+
i
H	 .Y ♦
+
, T
^	
!!	 it
T
T
y
T	
t_ r ' 7-Y - '	 IT_1_^	
LL
T
-j -
d	
; 	 i
Ail
7._	 T—
t
TT
y-^-r1	
-
l `a
.
Now
.,	 .,'!pp.^•E:•.^+3^Mi..H.
	 '-K.':•••:•SV!.:YV.hA.r^..^a.
	 .-M-_....
r
	
	
+rw0-10-25 R10/73
TEST UATA !M«T
_5;k'II5,e- L4 of SERIAL NO. 7- 	 CHANNEL 2-	 DATE: _. 1 - 71 BY:J&PLO.
FILAMENT VOLTAGE	 V	 BEAM VOLTAGE A7' kV	 POWER OUTPUT __.2 q kW
FILAMENT CURRENT	 A	 BEAM CURRENT %Z , (-' A	 DRIVE POWER J'l z MW
MAGNET CURRENT 	 A	 BODY CURRENT 2EmA	 GAIN	
_JZTtr_ dB
}
_ 26
I. n4tq
	 -'—a	 T-. , ..T... _',...
	 ...,... ` \-^+a . - ..1^ :;-:ZJ. , ., A -,	 ..i; _ .sa..,.:.r..a..•- ..^.r^
CHANNEL _ 3	 DATE:	 2-74- BY: LIZA L-2
BEAM VOLTAGE
	
^kV	 POWER OUTPUT
	
k.W
BEAM CURRENT Z- (e- A	 DRIVE POWER	 mw
BODY CURRENT J,2,—mA	 GAIN	 -S1 S dB
S,^ 9uS,^ rSE9IAL NO.
FILAMENT VOLTAGE T- V
FILAMENT CURRENT.	 A
MAGNET CURRENT	 A
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TEST DATA 9NEFT
	
-5^ 7C `A'"u'9TSERIAL NO.	 CHANNEL.	 DATE:	 T BY:	 (
FILAMENT VOLTAGE _ ^ 7 V	 BEAM VOLTAGE	 kV	 POWER OUTPUT —L2 kW
FILAMENT CURRENT 	 1'2 	 A	 BEAM CURRENT	 GA	 DRIVE POWER	 6,90 m4'?
MAGNET CURRENT_ A
	
BODY CURRENT	 rmA
	
GAIN	 j0.9 dB
FREQUENCY MHz	 — 26 —
A
_:.,	 ..	 :^s'*^.-r..^..-.._. ..-..^....M-.-n-...^-"-- ^.-,c..^rq;.,a,^n..^!r:«e^.7?"Pi:P^a.°'M:._:^^-^....+n.-'a[; 	 •,-,^
^#^.4NWIIses;.two:s^+^^•_.	 _'^i:.^.,.,	 .,^.+ae.y;...«J....>-,.-..':.:-^,^..........,......-^..-.-._ ...... _..
S.^%^S,^rBT SERIAL NO Z	 CHANNEL
FILAMENT VOLTAGE _	 V	 BEAM VOLTAGE	 kV
FILAMENT CURRENT	 A	 BEAM CURRENT	 A
k,Ier_r.I=T ra1PPF=NT	 A	 BODY CURRENT	 ' mA
1IT.
DATE:^u-.- 7`i 3Y: ICA (f
POWER OUTPUT _ 2 "t kW
DRIVE POWER 13 _ mw
GAIN	 -YY—, 6 dB
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c	 .•
FREQUENCY MHz	 — 26
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_l^!^'s'7a.`! e^`QTR!'^C'^r'sNMe^"<^Sa?^N'!krs^:!^`,4^!^: ^i^7.`-ire'^GA59L!°*-.s?llrt..:°,^°"b'".lT._M't^s. .,v's. •.... --:1^.,.aN 	+.r :.,^..	
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j 4x40-10-25 R 6079T[iT DATA /KVK T
SK7L S,^-c<<37`SERIAL NO.	 CHANNEL	 DAVE: (/, --3_ 76 RY: -IIZR 2
FILAMENT VOLTAGE ^.	 V
	 BEAM VOLTAGE
	
kV	 POWER OUTPUT	 kW
FILAMENT CURRENT	 -A
	
BEAM CURRENT &A
	
DRIVE POWER ^, g^  mw
MAGNET CURRENT	 A	 BODY CURRENT	 2,_mA
	
GAIN	 dB
]A
Y
4c
- 25 -
FREQUENCY MHz
v \v 
CHANNEL r1—
BEAM VOLTAGE
	
kV
BEAM CURRENT 
BODY CURRENT --2--,r—mA
DATE: .3 7 r BY: i !3
POWER OUTPUT___ kW
DRIVE POWER
	
mw
GAIN	 dB
--r'&7CsX-'-4cerSERIAL NO.
FILAMENT VOLTAGE 117, ) _ V
FILAMENT CURRENT 
-_C^_L 6 A
MAGNET CURRENT	 A
FREQUENCY MHz - 26
WON
t	 t
n	
4240-90-2* R10/73
TEST DATA *MEET
t
t 	 ^
SERIAL N0._l
FILAMENT VOLTAGE Z: V
FILAMENT CURRENT	 A
MAGNET CURRENT— A
	D E: 6,-
	
77 BY: UZA. 9_
POWER OUTPUT q_ kW
DRIVE POWER 3,2,C— mw
	
GAIN
	
. _ dB
CHANNEL 4
BEAD VOLTAGE _Z2--kV
BEAR* CURRENT	 A
BODY CURRENT _ '^mA
Cc ld rt a=t Ui %f s,8uy	 26
c
r
c^
7
-SERIAL NO. Z`	 CHANNEL
	
DATE: (a ' 3- 75- BY: bfl A13
FILAMENT VOLTAGE `7, V	 BEAM VOLTAGE ^2- kV	 POWER OUTPUT	 kW
FILAMENT CURRENT _^^^^ A	 BEAM CURRENT r^ ^ . A
	
DRIVE POWER	 5i ^ _ rnW
MAGNET CURRENT	 — A	 BODY CURRENT __L2 mA
	 GAIN	 S 3:	 dB
- 26 -FREQUENCY MHz
...._'.y_'"	
..w,,.^.v.....^.._._...._.._ _
	
-	
-	
fir►^.-.__	 .. _....	
- --	
.. . .
	
_.
MTSYT DATA "EFY
-^-?ASK	 ERIAL N0. CHANNEL _^ DATE:_Z^^` BY:_fdv^_
FILAMENT VOLTAGE ?,	 V BEAM VOLTAGE kV POWER OUTPUT ^^ kW
FILAMENT CURRENT A BEAM CURRENT A DRIVE POWER	 mho
MAGNET CURRENT L	 A BODY CURRENT 9rnA GAIN	 dB
Cr
S
26
FREQUENCY MHz  -
I5.^7^S.r urT SERIAL NO. 2
FILAMENT VOLTAGE ^7 5- V
FILAMENT CURRENT	 _ , ,' A
MAGNET CURRENT	 A
CHANNEL
BEAM VOLTAGE 
	
kV
BEAM CURRENT ^ ^ ^ A
BODY CURRENT	 7 mA
DATE: G - -,3 - i 57 BY: !
' f
^ e
POWER OUTPUT^ L kW
DRIVE POWER	 mw
GAIN S___^? dB
FREQUENCY MHz	 26 --
y.
4240-10.26 F 10/77
TEST DATA OMRQT
I^ M/i1M^rl^rrrEl riee^r x+lArr+wa	 •...ow.o-e.nw^:.w^,...+.:... +^t^r.. sia.r u`
SK7^ sk ^^ r1TSERiAL NO. Z	 CHANNEL —2—	 DATE:	 3- 75 BY: t41A
FILAMENT VOLTAGE V
	
BE=AM VOLTAGE _^ 2 kV	 POWER OUTPUT	 kW
FILAMENT CURRENTS A	 BEAM CURRENT _,,41 A	 DRIVE POWER ^• 7 mI%,
MAGNET CURRENT	 A	 BODY CURRENT e0 mA	 GAIN	 S1—` dB
Ff
,-r
- T-
i
1..
Ed
.^ 7 --
1 1 -	 _
..
oe
It
I
if
_
1 ^ '
le
_ -44} - 1 -
{^...
FR EQU ENCY MHz - 26
-
: Al- ^Nvk
^BrSERIAL NO. 7--
FILAMENT VOLTAGE __L! V
FILAMENT CURRENT	 A
MAGNET CURRENT	 A
CHANNEL. --L—
BEAM VOLTAGE eZ 7- kV
BEAM CURRENT ?,-, LA
BODY CURRENT /fL: mA
_w
DATE: 6 -3- 7S BY: GL 2
POWER OUTPUT —Z kW
DRIVE POWER —1 - mw
GAIN^-_L-? dB
FREQUENCY MHz	 - 26 -
Z_ .—.-,: '.. :s	 ........__..	 _	 ...	 ..Knsr.w.^.sm+
	 ,^4	 .Weslw++ww.+aeww^•^rw..sarw»-.. 	 .-•....
•SA6.40-Z! R 1017
'	 "EST DATA HI[[r
3';e7'L5 - -^`drSERIAL NO. Z
	
CHANNEL
	 DATE: G - 3- 757BY: U,,d1I
FILAMENT VOLTAGE
	
2. V
	 BEAM VOLTAGE 27- kV	 POWER OUTPUT
	
kW
FILAMENT CURRENT rf^, (o A	 BEAM CURRENT 9, (^2 A	 DRIVE POWERS MW
MAGNET CURRENT— A	 BODY CURRENT	 `- mA	 GAIN	 7.6 dB
r FREQUENCY MHz	 26
SK70SK-WBT S IN
OUTPUT POKER STABILITY TEST
F
Parameter
Beam Voltage
Beam Current
Filament Voltage
R.F. Drive Power
Magnet Current
Frequency
Inlet Water Temp.
Power Output
Symbol
Eb ` ► 	 RC vcl'^
lb R
E f 14c,
P d
.^.^
Im 16
F 2.//0
To 2
Po
^:9
Time	 Thr	 0	 2	 4	 5
Power Output
	
Po	 Mizs Z&3
.s
	 COY-'IENT IS' :	 f^
Tested by ALd-j^ ^Date 4Z /`^ 7^S
Varian QAR	 ,^	 _	 Date 	 ..
Customer QAR 	 Date	 7 a^—
6A	 Test Performance 7ata Sheet
bC;9
^s
st
^lA."'-^h'7^1it5s!^YMtxT^. ^^•	 .e'.xe.r.-+.wa.^r,..,... _...-.,	 vw.^.^...^„»tx..r...an..,.....».....P ._......_. .-...
4244-10-21, OR 10/73
TEST DATA .99T
SERIAL NO. 21- 	 CHANNEL	 DATE: 6 7 "l l BY: lkl-K 13
FILAMENT VOLTAGE 7^	 V	 BEAMS VOLTAGE	 kV	 POWER OUTPUTL! ^ kW
FILAMENT CURRENT 112	 A	 BEAMS CURRENT	 A	 DRIVE POWER / 3	 mw
MAGNET CURRENT	 (11 A
	
BODY CURRENT 
_I Z mA
	
GAIN	 dB
FREQUENCY MHz	 - 28 -
ff
SERIAL NO. ^^	 CHANNEL
	
DATE:	 ' 1 BY:
FILAMENT VOLTAGE	 V	 BEAM VOLTAGE	 2- kV
	
POWER OUTPUT	 "kW
FILAMENT CURRENT	 A	 BEAM CURRENT _	 A
	
DRIVE POWER	 MW
MAGNET CURRENT	 A	 BODY CURRENT	 mA
	 GAIN	 do
FREQUENCY MHz - 28
s
i4240-10-25 K10/73
TESY DATA SHEET
SERIAL NO. ?,	 CHANNEL_	 DATE:	 ^7'3Y:^^
FILAMENT VOLTAGE _ 7 S V
	 BEAM VOLTAGE	 kV
	
POWER OUTPUT 9 41 kW
FILAMENT CURRE(!T	 67. ^ A
	 BEAM CURRENT _7^A
	
DRIVE POWER 5-10 mw
MAGNET CURRENT L-2__.. A
	
BODY CURRENT A6mA.	 GAIN	 dB
FREQUENCY MHz	 28
cl
11
SERIAL NO.
FILAMENT VOLTAGE T5 v
FILAMENT CURRENT rrA
MAGNET CURRENT	 A
CHANNEL 2	 DATE:	 —,,14-75BY: (&Ot
BEAM VO1_TAGE 2 kV	 POWER OUTPUT	 'kW
BEAM CURRENT	 A	 DRIVE POWER —2, 3 MW
E30DY CURRENT	 mA	 GAIN	 dB
0-
0
FREQUENCY MH-- 	 — 28 —
31?if0.10.=f 11/0/771
'	 TEST DATA $MEET
" XG
SER iAL NO.
FILAMENT VOLTAGE
FILAMENT CURRENT
MAGNET CURRENT
CHANNEL 2.
.22KV -9 P 2• SKI/
V	 BEAM VOLTAGE
	
kV
A	 BEAM CURRENT
	 A
A	 BODY CURRENT	 mA
DATE: ►1 y ll"^ BY:
POWER OUTPUT 1	 kW
DRIVE POWER ^`^' ^ - MW
GAIN	 - 	 dB
FREQUENCY MHz	 — 28 —
SERIAL NO.
FILAMENT VOLTAGE	 V
FILAMENT CURRENT _	 A
MAGNET CURRENT	 A
CHANNEL
BEAM VOLTAGE
	
_kV
BEAM CURRENT Z A
BODY CURRENT I	 mA
1	 Y.
DATE: (,-P - 7ti BY:
POWER OUTPUT I Z kW
DRIVE POWER	 t	 MW
GAIN	 dB
t
FREQUENCY MHz	 28
-
..,,_..^..,..,.
iCHANNEL 2
BEAM VOLTAGE -LL-kV
BEAM CURRENT 2,- b A
BODY CURRENT z z mA
DATE:	 ,^{ - 7	 BY: 
r 
K/
POKER OUTPUT /
 ``	
kW
DRIVE POWER ^
^^ ii 
mw
rl- A I KI	 el R
SERIAL NO.
FILAMENT VOLTAGE	 ?' hr V
FILAMENT CURRENT	 A
MAGNET CURRENT	 A
^' '^°'	 'rT^^"d^'3eY.«r, .,v`^.+4^t.^.r- ^^.. 	 ^.	 r-.'^.	 Y'^w•	 ^•I^^I^.	 Y^^^^'	
I'	 ^l
•	 7•
r	 '	 1240-10-24 R 14! 72
7EDT 0ATA ENEMY
Q
.^ G
i
FREQUENCY MHz
is
Iw
liwr- . , .^ •
_ SERIAL NO..^'
	
CHANNEL	 DATE:—
FILAMENT VOLTAGE 7 7 V
	
BEAM VOLTAGE _2, Z kV
	 POWER OUTPUT r^ ^ kW
FILAMENT CURRENT	 A
	
BEAM CURRENT 2 4-- A
	
DRIVE POWER
	
6,
	
mw
MAGNET CURRENT 	 A	 BODY CURRENT L3 mA	 GAIN	 dB
b
b
FREQUENCY MHz	 28
^.	 4240-10.29 R 10179
TEST DATA SHEET
SERIAL NO.	 CHANNEL ^<
	
DATE:_ C^ - H-75 BY: WE
FILAMENT VOLTAGE Z V
	 BEAM VOLTAGE	 kV	 POWER OUTPUT ;-^ kW
FILAMENT CURRENT ! O ,	 A	 BEAM CURRENTi	 A	 DRIVE POWER	 ? 5- mw
MAGNET CURRENT	 _._t6,	 A	 BODY CURRENT	 mA
	 GAIN	 d6
t^
can
a
FREQUENCY MHz	 26 —
m Mo. WNW
'.I_	
•	 .	 .	 .	 ^.	 . .	 ^sw 0+lD-29 A 10/77
TioT DATA 61MET
SERIAL NO.	 CHANNEL ___Ai
	
DATE:
	 ^ ^ — 7 ^ BY: J V 6r 15
FILAMENT VOLTAGE 7, S V
	 E_AM VOLTAGE	 kV	 POWER OUTPUT l '	 kW
FILAMENT CURRENT /0, A 	 BEAM CURRENT	 A	 DRIVE POWER
	
mW
MAGNET CURRENT	 167	 A	 BODY CURRENT	 mA	 GAIN:	 dB
FREQUENCY MHz	 — 28
SERIAL NO. 2—
FILAMENT VOLTAGE	 Z ^-- V
FILAMENT CURRENT
	
A
MAGNET CURRENT	 A
CHANNEL "r —
BEAM VOLTAGE 2 2— kV
BEAM CURRENT
	
A
BODY CURRENT	 rnA
^wpl	
' - '1^77'	 —	 ,
DATE:	 BY:
POWER OUTPUT
	 kW
DRIVE POWER	 mw
GAIN	 dB
an
FREQUENCY MHz	 — 28 —
^	 ..	 ^	 •Yas.10-2i 11!0/77
TEST DATA 444MT
?1
DATE: ^7 M-WA-13-
 OUTPUT^ ^ kW
DRIVE POWER	 MW
GAIN	 dB
CHANNEL M
BEAM VOLTAGE 2 2- kV
BEAM CURRENT _;L6 _A
BODY CURRENT --3 C mA
SERIAL NO. 2^—
FILAMENT VOLTAGE	 7, f. V
FILAMENT CURRENT QG A
MAGNET CURRENT	 IL-- A
I	 ..
FREQUENCY MHz	 28
SERIAL NO.	 CHANNEL S	 DATE: ^ rte- BY:^^
FILAMENT VOLTAGE V	 BEAM VOLTAGE kV	 POWER OUTPUT It 2- kW
FILAMENT CURRENT	 A	 BEAM CURRENT	 A	 DRIVE POWER	 -5,.3 mw
MAGNET CURRENT	 A	 BODY CURRENT	 —mA	 GAIN	 dB
FREQUENCY MHz 	 - 28 -
'^wr;•ww. .sm....wnw.w'#Naarti^NF7Y'^.^^. ^^"=^FY"?!1°^4^.!sa^,-i*^wn.^exc..,.-. :-^,.«<..., r.;...-: ...«.,....., ......... .. .., 	 .«..^. _,.s -.-..ref.: tea-.. -.. .^^r.-+nx... xw.-.xnw^:!a^'--,w. 	 .. ...u._»
420.10.26 N 10/7
•	 '	 •	 '	 •	 '	 • • TEST DATA SHEET
SERIAL NO.	 CHANNEL	 DATE: ( - P— 71^Y: !
FILAMENT VOLTAGE 7, ^ V 	 BEAM VOLTAGE 	 kV	 POWER OUTPUT 1z kW
FILAMENT CURRENT /(2 	 A	 BEAM CURRENT ^A	 DRIVE POWER 7 l? MW
MAGNET CURRENT	 /(,	 A
	 BODY CURRENT I Sl mA	 GAIN	 dB
— 28 —
FREQUENCY MHz
— SERIAL NO. —
FILAMENT VOLTAGE 7,	 V
FILAMENT CURRENT /t4 ,	 A
MAGNET CURRENT 	 62_ A
CHANNEL
BEAN! VOLTAGE _,,!;K—kV
BEAM CURRENT _ 2 , k A
BODY CURRENT 3.3 mA
DATE:_ -^^ ' BY:
POWER OUTPUT	 k%
DRIVE POWER	 mV
GAIN
	
d6
'e.
FREQUENCY MHz	 28
SERIAL NO.
FILAMENT VOLTAGE 	 `' _ V
FILAMENT CURRENT 	 A
MAGNET CURRENT	 A
CHANNEL C
BEAM VOLTAGE .2,2-- kV
BEAM CURRENT 7, , G A
BODY CURRENT	 ^- mA
DATE:	 -4- 759y-  v/,K .E
POWER OUTPUT 1, --,kW
;DRIVE POWER	 • 
—
kW
GAIN	 _ d®
169Cap{^• 	 ..	
_	
^ .slaPti:'ib T _	 _	 tr	 ._	 ^^	 ._^!^	
_ V"	 ^.._	 y'^1 :R xf4!!^]F^V{^	 ^w ...^
'afr.	 ads,{'	 ave^aw^RM..Mlw^aar++'iM..	 ..	 ..•en-+rw .Kr-
	 •w^..
,^
	
	
dYi^-1®-LS K30, TS
TROY DATA SMEET
F= REQUENCY MHz	 - 28 --
PF
SERIAL NO
FILAMENT VOLTAGE 7,	 V
FILAMENT CURRENT	 A
MAGNET CURRENT	 A
CHANNEL
BEAM VOLTAGE Z? kV
BEAM CURRENT L (-_A
BODY CURRENT I ^' mA
,•.
	
V 
DATE: 	 S Y : /^
POWER OUTPUT 1	 kW
DRIVE POWER l	 MW
GAIN	 dB
T
4
F 1
t
FREQUENCY MHz	 28
.::.:•.- - ,. 	 t^zl+..,	 icewnnwar!.w.•.;YJI'an•3e..sw•.r«ww„	 i!v.MPS-•^AI`.^.^-•:.gYCI^'^wl^f•
{	 0	 •	 '
	
SERIAL NO ^'	 CHANNEL
FILAMENT VOLTAGE 7 ,	V	 BEAM VOLTAGE	 kV
FILAMENT CURRENT 1 9•	 A	 BEAM CURRENT	 A
MAGNET CURRENT	 /(,	 A	 BODY CURRENT _ 	 mA
. ^T1
 j•
E 2441-18-29 Run
TEST DATA SHEET
DATE: ^^° ^ ^' 7S BY:^
POWER OUTPUT
DRIVE POWER
	
_ r
GAIN	 c
FREQUENCY MHz	 28
' IM
SERIAL NO 2--
FILAMENT VOLTAGE	 V
FILAMENT CURRENT	 /	 AMAGNET CURRENT 	 167	 A
CHANNEL
BEAM VOLTAGE 2 kV
BEAM CURRENT --;L, A
BODY CURRENT 'T 2- mA
DATE: —L^Ll^t- ^ BY:-11LR^2
POWER OUTPUT 21 H kW
DRIVE POWER _ADS_ mW
GAIN	 dB
REMOTE TUNER
-SERIAL NUMBER
PGti _
' 49A
I 0
52001
- 29 -
TUBE TYrE 5 K 70S K - W BT
TUBE SERIAL NCj.	 21-
CAVITY	 A B C D E
ZERO IND, X 6 6 5 2- 6 TURNS
FROM C ^JCK'V1 II S E STOP
STER TUNER THUPAS`NHEEL SETTING
CAVITY	 A 1 B	 C ! D ! C
i 2-7.1 q-5	 Z1/	 d79
2 3/ 231	 29'5 1 .3 3* ` x.'71
i	 3 391 31r *d!	 1 J46o 3 71
_4 4-60 q2 3 41' 7 ; ,5-70 X7 1/
K	 5 52 4^ IY53 .5-go1 	 C 4 J
`
er6 1!
.	 92- 620 ^1 64 -T	 -7S il ' 656
*Changed on 4 June 1975 to raise lower end of bandpass.
Slightly out of specification. See curves.
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DESIGN VERIFICATION TEST PLAN
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1Paragraph 1.0 - PURPOSE
it is the purpose of this test plan to verify that the Model
8191A Klystron Step Tuner will meet or exceed all of the per-
formance requirements set forth in the "SPECIFICATION XLYSTRON
STEP TUNING- MECHANISM", Exhibit "C", dated 31 October 1974.
These tests are designed to throughly demonstrate the torque,
positioning accuracy, and design life capabilities of the Step
Tuner.. These tests will be performed on a Varian furnished
test fixture.
Paragraph 2.0- --PROCEDURES
The following measurement and•test procedures will be utilized
throughout.the Design Verification tests.. All of these tests
will be performed on A Varian furnished VA 14705 Klystron
Simulator.
Paragraph -2.1 - Load Torque Adjustment
r
The Varian test fixture consists of five (5) adjustable
friction brakes to-simulate the five (5) klystron cavities.
Each of the brakes . is screwdriver adjustable from the rear
of the unit. in order to adjust the proper torque at each
brake, loosen the-clamp on the chain drive spra-cket and
a.ttach a Waters Manufacturing,.In.c., Model 940--1, Torque
Watch. The Torque Watch is connected to the brake to be
adjusted by 'a slotted adapter. After setting the Torque
Watch Peak Torque indicator to zero, rotate the appropriate
shaft and adjust the peak torque to the desired ounce/inch
loading by tightening or loosening the brake clamp adjustment.
Paragraph 2.2 - - Shaft Angie Position measurement
The shaft angle of any one of}the five (5) tuner output
shafts may be accurately measured, with a rotary encoder.
By removing the front panel of the test fixture, the rotary
encoder- may be coupled to any one of the five (5) output
shafts. To set the zero reference for accurate shaft posi-
tioning indication, open unit and set red switch located on
the lower right hand side on the mother board to the 'down'
positions Initiate 'a tune cycle and all cavities will go
to the 000 position and stop. Check that all '0' LED indi-
cators on the Driver boards are on. This will set the tuner
to its minimum mechanical position. Zero the. Digitizer and
reference zero as been established. This encoder will pro-
vide 5,000 counts per revolution of the output. shaft. Each
unit's digit on the thumbwheel switch assembly represents
75 counts on the Digitizer, therefore, setting 999 on the
thumbwheel assembly should output through the encoder to the
Digitizer 74,925 counts. Thus, each degree of shaft rotation
wall be represented'by 14 counts on the Digital Display.
o.
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Paragraph 3..0 - TEST
s
The design life test of 10,000 cycles has-been broken into 14
separate tests. Test data sheets for each of the tests are
included as a part of this test plan..
Paragraph 3.1 -_Equipment Used for Measurements
The following.testswill be controlled by a Computer
Automation, Inc. computer, Mode! L.S.I.-2, and RCA CRT
Monitor, a SUMMIT, Model 8104, Digitizer, a Disc instruments,
Inc. Rotary Encoder, Model. 832A-1250-OBLP-TTL, and the
VA-14705 Zlystron Simulator.
Paragraph 3.2 - Description of Tests
The computer cycles the Model 8191A Step Tuner through each
Channel. 1 through S and back to 1 in sequence. As the
Model 8191A tunes into position, the-encoder outputs 5,000
pulses per revolution of the tuner shaft. These pulses are
fed into the Model. 8104 Digitizer, counted up and outputted
to the computer. The computer displays the last tune per
channel, in the first column of the monitor, the lowest count
in the second column and the highest count per channel in
the last column.
-Paragraph 3.3 - Teat Set-Up
3.3.1 Attach the encoder to one of the tuner output
shafts and record its location on the test data
sheet.
3.3.2 Loosen shaft-clamp and set the torque of each
cavity to 120 ounce/inch by adjusting the hose
clamp on the friction brake.. Then retighten the
shaft clamp.
3.3.3 Initiate computer and begin.test. Upon completion
of the test, loosen shaft clamp and read torque on
each cavity.
3.3.4 Record ending torque; Thumbwheel setting; last,
lowest, and highest reading on the Monitor; and
•	 the Veeder Root counter reading. Determine + and
error in degrees by the following: E = T - A
14
where E is the error; T, the correct reading
(Thumbwheel setting X 75); A, the actual reading;
and 14 the number of counts per degree. Note any
additional observations in the Remarks Section.
4.0 -- DATA
Attached are the Test Data Sheets.
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1ERROR
COUNT IN
CHANNEL NO. T/W SETTING LAST LOW HIGH DEGREES
Z 100 71465. 7,465 71532 +2'3
-2.5
2 , 997 74,746 74;746 74,804 +2'11
-2.1
3	 - 997 74,742 74,742 74,800 +1.8
-2.4
4 450 33,724' 33,,719 33,772 +1.6
- •-2	 2
.	 i '4
4.1	 TEST. 140, 1 .
DATE: 26 March 1975 INSPECTOR : J.. W. Drain QA C : G. W. Witmer
BEGINNING CYCLE NO.: 0.
ENDING CYCLE NO.:. 1669
TOTAL CYCLES THIS TEST: 1669 TEST TIME: 8.3 Hours (approximately).
TORQUE.SETTING AT START OF TEST (ounce/inch)
MTR A: 120 MTR'B: 120 MTR C: 120. MTR D: 120
	
KTR E: 120
Encoder Mounted'on B Motor
,
	f
5 550	 41,2.38 41,222 41,274 +1.7
-2.0
6. 650	 48,441 48a723 48,770
±Z.9
VEEDER ROOT COUNTER READING AT END OF TEST:
VR 1:	 '100 VR 2:
	 9 97	 SIR. 3:	 997 VR 4:	 450 VR 5: 650
ENDING TORQUE (ounce/inch): j=
MTR A:	 70 MTR B:	 65	 MTR C:	 80 MTR D:	 70 MTR E: 75
' REMARKS:	 Witnessed by -E. Green and A. Goldfinger from Varian Associates.
'
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4.2	 TEST NO. 21.'
DATE.: 27 March 1975 INSPECTOR: J. W. Drain 	 QA & C: G. W. Witmer
BEGINNING CYCLE NO. 1670
ENDING CYCLE NO. 2159
TOTAL CYCLES'THIS TEST: 489	 TEST TIME: 4 Hours (approximately)
TORQUE•SETTING AT START OF TEST (ounce/inch):
MTR A: 120 MTR' B: 120 MTR C: 120	 MTR D: 12.0	 MTR E: 120
Encoder Mounted - on B Motor
ERROR
COUNT IN
CHANNEL NO. T/W SETTING LAST LOW HIGH DEGREES
1 999 741-895 74,885 74024 + 0
-	 2.9
2 999 74,895 74;885 76,207 +91.5
_ - 2.9
3 99-9 74,925 74,886 74,925 + 0
- 2.8
4	 999	 76, 209- • 74,,886	 76,211
	
+91.9
- 2.8
999	 74;894	 74,858	 74,925	 + 0
6	 990	 74,222	 .74,221	 74,260	 ± 0.7
- 2.1
A
VEEDER ROUT COUNTER READING AT END OF TEST:
VR 1:	 999	 VR 2:	 999	 VR 3:	 999	 VR 4:
	 999 VR 5: 990
ENDING TORQUE (ounce/inch):
s MTR A:	 70	 MTR B:	 35	 MTR C:	 50	 MTR D:	 65 MTR E: 45
r
REI&zRKS:
	
Logic sees 0_ at 999 setting and runs to mechanical stop
occasionally.	 999 not reliable setting.
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4.3 - TEST NO. 3 .
DATE: 28 March 1975 INSPECTOR: J. W. Drain • QA & C: G. V, Witmer
BEGINNING CYCLE NO.: 2160
ENDING CYCLE NO.: 2267
TOTAL CYCLES THIS TEST: .107	 TEST TIME: 1 Hour (approximately)
TORQUE-SETTING AT START OF TEST (ounce/inch):
MTR A: 120 MT'R B: 120	 MTR C: 120	 MTR D: 120	 14TR E: 0
Encoder Mounted'on C Motor,
ERROR
COUNT IN
CHANNEL NO. T/W SETTING LAST LOW HIGH DEGREES
999 74;905 74,905 74,919 +0
-1.4
2 999	
-
74,907 74,904 74,919 +0
-1.5
3 999 74,907 74•1905 74,919 +0
-1.4
4 999 74,907' 74,•889 7 .4, 919 +0
-2.6
5 999
	
.
74,906 74,890	
-
74,91.9
+0
--2.5
6 999 74 ,905 74,904 74,919 ± 0
i
VEEDER ROOT COUNTER READING AT END OF TEST:
VR 1:	 999 VR 2:	 999	 VR 3:	 999 VR 4:	 999 VR 5: 999
ENDING TORQUE (ounce/inch):
MTR A:	 90
i
MTR B:	 125	 MTR C:	 70 MTR D:	 60 MTR E: 0
E
REMARKS:	 Testing or 250 ufd capacitors for torque would not allow
running or E MTR due to size restriction.
U
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4,4 TEST NO= 4-
DATE: 29 March 1975 INSPECTOR: J. W. Drain
	
QA & C: G. W. Witmer
BEGINNING CYCLE NO.: 2268
ENDING CYCLE NO.: 2367
TOTAL CYCLES THIS TEST: 99 	 TEST TIME: I Hour (approximately)
TOkQUE•SETTING AT START OF TEST (ounce/inch):
MTR A: 120 MTR B: 120
	
MTR C: 120
	
MTR D: 120 MTR E: 0
Encoder Mounted' on D' Motor
ERROR
COUNT IN
CHANNEL NO. T/W SETTING LAST LOW HIGH DEGREES
1 999 74,.956 74,926 75,356 +30.7
- 0
2 999 74,956	 +. 74;926 74,956 + 2.2
3 999 74,956 74,926 74,956 + 2.2Y
4 999 74,956: 74,926 74,956 + 2.2
- 0
5 999 74x956 74,926 74,956 + 2.2
-0
• +2z
	
6	 999	 74,956	 -74,926	 74,956 	 0'
VEEDER ROOT COUNTER READING AT END OF TEST:
zi . 999 VR 2: 999 VR 3: 999 VR 4: 999 VR 5: 999
ENDING TORQUE (ounce/inch):
MTR A: 90 MTR B: 40 MTR C: 70 MTR D: 60 MTR E: 0
	
MARK	 E MTR t	 t d--	 A 3 250 -C -1RE	 S.	 no	 cgnnec a	 see _ . 14	 capacitors on Dr ver
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4,5	 TEST N0, 5.
DATE: 29 March 1975	 INSPECTOR: J. W. Drain	 LEA & C: G. W. Witmer
BEGINNING CYCLE NO.: 2368
ENDING CYCLE NO.: 2467
TOTAL CYCLES THIS TEST: 99	 TEST TIME: 1 Hour (approximately)
TORQUE-SETTING AT START OF TEST (ounce/inch):
MTR A: 120	 MTR B: 120	 MTR C: 120 MTR D: 120 BITR E: 0
Encoder Mounted' on A Motor
ERROR
COUNT IN
CHANNEL NO. T/W SETTING LAST LOW HIGH DEGREES
1 999 74,921 74,900 74,921
-
-1.8
2 999 74,904
.
74,'900 74, 92'1 +0
3 999 74,904 74,901 74,921 f0
-1.7
.	
4 999 74,921•' 74,902 74,921
-
-1.6
1
5 999 74,921 74,901 74,921 }0
-1.7
6 999 74,921 '74,903. 74,921 +0
-1.6
VEEDER ROOT COUNTER READING AT END OF TEST:
VR 1:	 999 VR 2: 999 VR 3: 999 VR 4: 999 	 VR 5 : 999
4	 ENDING TORQUE (ounce/inch):
f MTR A: 120 MTR B: 80 MTR C: 60 MTR D: 85 MTR E: 0
REMARKS: E MTR not connected--see 4.3.
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4,6	 .TEST NQ,
	
6 .
DATE:	 3 April 1975 INSPECTOR:	 J. W. Drain QA & C: G. W. Witmer
BEGINNING CYCLE NO.: 2468
ENDING CYCLE NO.: 2674
TOTAL CYCLES THIS TEST:	 206 TEST TIME:	 2 Hours (approximately)
TORQUE.SETTING AT START 4F TEST (ounce/inch):
MTR A:	 120	 MAR B: 120	 MTR C:
	 120 MTR D: 120	 MTR E:	 120
Encoder Mounted' on D Motor
ERROR
COUNT IN
CHANNEL NO.
	 T/W SETTING LAST LOW HIGH DEGREES
1 995 74,'644 74,644 74,648 +1.6
-0
2
_995 74,644 ..	 74;643 74,648 +1.6
• -0
3 995 74,648 74;643 74,649 +1'7
-0
4 995 74,644; 74,643 74,649 +1.7
-0
5 995 74,644 74,643 74,649 +1.7
-0
6	 995	 74,651	 •74,643	 74,652	 +1.9
-0
VEEDER ROOT COUNTER READING AT END OF TEST:
VR l: 995 VR 2: 995 VR 3: 995 VR 4: 995
	
VR 5: 995
•	 ENDING TORQUE (ounce/inch):
f
}	 MTR A: 65 MTR B: 40 MTR C: 50 MTR D: 60 MTR E: 50
5
REMARKS: A. Goidfingpr gave permission to run at 995 because of
re 15 1 ity problems at 999.
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4,7 TEST NO. 7
DATE: 3 April 1975
	
INSPECTOR: J. W . Drain ' QA & C: G. W. Witmer
BEGINNING CYCLE NO.: 2675
ENDING CYCLE NO.: 4124 -
TOTAL CYCLES THIS TEST: 1449 TEST TIME: 12 Hours (approximately)
TORQUE SETTING AT START OF TEST (ounce/inch):
MTR A: 120
	
MTR B: 120	 MTR C: 120	 MTR D: 120
	
MTR E: 120
Encoder Mounted'on E Motor
ERROR
COUNT IN
CHANNEL NO. T/W SETTING	 LAST LOW HIGH DEGREES
1 995 74,615 74,607 74,645 +1.4
--1.3
2 995 74,614 74;613 74,645 +1.4
- -0.9
3 995 74,644 74,609 74,645 +1.4
-1.1
4 995 74,615. 74,613 74,644 +1.4
-0.9
5 995 74,635 74,608	 .74,645 +,1`4
-1.2
6 995 74,615 74,613 74,644 +1.4
-0.9
VEEDER ROOT COUNTER READING AT END OF TEST:
VR 1:	 995 VR 2: 995 VR 3:	 995 VR 4:	 995 VR 5: 995
• ENDING TORQUE (ounce/inch):
MTR A:	 60 MTR B: 50 MTR C:	 60 MTR D:	 40 MTR E: 75
k l
F
4.8	 TEST NO, S.
DATE:	 4 April 1975 INSPECTOR:	 J. W. Drain QA & C:	 G. W. Witmer
BEGINNING CYCLE NO.: 4125
ENDING CYCLE NO.: 4826
TOTAL CYCLES THIS TEST: 	 701 TEST TIME:	 6 Hours (approximately)
TORQUE-SETTING AT START OF TEST (ounce/inch):
MTR A:
	 120	 MTR B: 120	 MTR C:	 120 MTR D: 120	 MTR E:	 120
Encoder Mounted' on A Motor
ERROR
COUNT IN
CHANNEL NO.	 T/W SETTING LAST LOW H GIi DEGREES
1 995 74,642 74,628 74,642 +1.2
-0
2 995 74,641 74;626 74,644 +1.4
- _ -0
3 995 74,628 74,627 74,641 +1.1
-0
4 995 74,641; 74,628 '74,621 +1.1
-0
5 995 74,630 74,628 74,642 +.1.2
-0
6 995 74,630 74,628 74,641 +.1.1
-0
r
r;.
•-	 S
VEEDER ROOT COUNTER READING AT END OF TEST:
VR 1:
	
995 VR 2: 995 VR 3: 995 VR 4: 995
	 VR 5 : 995
ENDING TO 	 (ounce/inch):
MTR A: 65 MTR B: 50 MTR C: 70 MTR D: 50 MTR E: 80
REMARKS:	 .
r
Q
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	 TEST N0. 9 '
DATE:	 4 April 1975
	
INSPECTOR:	 J.'W. Drain'
	
QA & C:	 G. W. Witmer
BEGINNING CYCLE NO.:	 4827 .
ENDING CYCLE NO.:	 5866	
5
TOTAL CYCLES THIS TEST:	 .1039	 TEST TIME:	 9 Hours (approximately)
TORQUE-SETTING AT START OF TEST (ounce/inch):
MTR A:	 120
	
MTR'B:	 120	 MTR C:	 120	 MTR D:	 120	 MTR E:	 120
Encoder Mounted' on B Motor
ERROR:
COUNT	 IN
CHANNEL NO.	 SETTING	 LAST	 LOW	 HIGH	 DEGREES
l	 995
	 74,636
	 74,636	 74,660
	
+.5
2	 995	 74,637
	 74,'6'37
	 74,645
	
-0.4
3	 .995	 74,637
	 74,637	 74,637
	
.9
4	 995	 74,638,	 74,637
	 74,638	 +0.9
-0
5	 995	 74,638
	 74,637
	 74,638	 +0.9
-0
,F
^^ t
r,
y
^^ b
r	 6	 990	 74,261	 74,261
	 74,262	 +.9	 "!
VEEDER ROOT COUNTER READING AT END OF TEST:
_	 VR 1:	 995	 VR 2:	 995	 VR 3:	 995	 VR 4:	 995	 VR 5:	 990
ti	 ENDING TORQUE	 (ounc:3 /'inch) :
MTR A • 	 20	 MTR B:	 50	 MTR C:	 40	 MTR D:	 40	 MTR E:	 40
a.	
REMARKS:	 Unit's digit -T/W bad in B MTR Channel 6.
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34 ,10 TEST NO. 1G
DATE: 5 April 1975	 INSPECTOR: J. W. Drain - QA & C: G. W. Witmer
BEGINNING CYCLE NO.: 5867
ENDING CYCLE NO.: 6230
TOTAL CYCLES THIS TEST: 363	 TEST TIME: 3 Hours (approximately)
TORQUE-SETTING AT START OF TEST (ounce/inch):
MT-R A: 0	 MTR B: 0	 MTR C: 0	 MTR D: 0	 MTR E: 0
Encoder Mounted ' on C Motor
ERROR
COUNT IN
CHANNEL NO. T/W SETTING LAST LOW HIGH	 DEGREES
1 995 4,6407. 074,639 74,641 -0
2 995 74,640 • .	 74, -629
-
74, 6^1
-0
-0
3
995 74,640 74,624 74,641 +1.1
•	 4 995 74,640.' -74,624 74, 641 +0
-0
5 995 74,640 74,624 74,641
+1'
-0
6 995 74,640 '74,624f 74., 643. +^'. I
-0
VEEDER ROUT COUNTER READING AT END OF TEST:
VR 1:	 995 VR 2 : 995	 VR 3:	 995 VR 4:	 995 VR 5:	 995
• ENDING TORQUE (ounce/inch):
MTR A:	 0 MTR B: 0	 MTR C:	 0 MTR D:	 0 MTR E:	 0
REMARKS: First Test Fixture failed. Ran system w/zero torque to check
overs oot; none occurred..
r•	 s ` .11 TEST NO, 1
DATE: 5 April. 1975 	 INSPECTOR: J. W.'Drain• QA & C: G. W. Witmer
BEGINNING CYCLE NO.: 6231
ENDING CYCLE NO.:	 6578 .
TOTAL CYCLES THIS TEST: 347 TEST TIME: 3 Hours (approximately).
TORQUE.SETTING AT START OF TEST (ounce/inch):
MTR A: 120 MTR B: 120	 MTR C: 120 . MTR D: 120 DTTR E: 120
Encoder Mounted'on E Motor,
ii
' ERROR
COUNT IN
CHANNEL NO. T/W SETTING	 LAST LOW HIGH DEGREES
1 999 74F'917 74,911 74,918 +0
—1.0
2- 999 74, 91.7
_
' .	 74;917 74, 918 +0
-0.6
3 999 74,918 74,917 74,918 +0
-0.6
4 999
J
74,917.' 74,-911 74, 918 -1-0
5 999 74;917 74,915 74,918 +0
-0.7
6 999 74,•917 74, 91.6 74,918 to
-0.6
VEEDER ROOT COUNTER.READING AT END OF TEST:
VR 1:	 999 VR 2.:	 999 `7R 3:	 999 VR 4:	 999 VR 5: 999
• ENDING TORQUE (ounce/inch):
MTR A:	 70 MTR B:	 80 MTR C:	 65 MTR D:	 70 MTR E: 70
4 12 TESL' NO.. 12
DATE: .5 April 3975	 INSPECTOR: J. W. Drain. QA
 & C: G. W. Witmer
BEGINNING CYCLE NO.: 6579
ENDING CYCLE NO.: 8048
TOTAL CYCLES THIS TEST: .1469 TEST TIME: 12 Hours (approximately)
TORQUE. SETTING AT START dF TEST (ounce/inch) :
MTR A: 120	 MIR-B: 220	 MTR C: 120 MTR D: 120 MTR E: 120
Encoder Mounted'on D Motor
ERROR
COUNT IN
CHMINEL NO. T/W SETTING LAST LOW HIGH DEGREES
l 999 74,931' 74,915 74,972 +3.4
-0.7
2 • .999 14,940 74;914 74, 9'15 +3.6
• `. .. -0.8
3 999 74,934 74,914, 74,976
-0.8Y
4 99.9 4,930.74.. -' 74,915 74,975 +3' 6
-0.7
5 999 74,928 74,915 -74,976 +3.6
-0.7
6 999	 74,929
	 74,918 74,974 +3.5
VEEDER ROOT COUNTER READING AT END OF TEST:
'. VR 1:	 999 VR 2:	 999
	
VR 3:
	 999	 VR 4%	 999 jLR 5: 999
ENDING TORQUE (ounce/inch):
MTR A:
	
80 MTR B:	 20	 MTR C:	 50	 MTR D:	 70 MTR E: 60
REMARKS: Speed of motors increased which reduced greatly the mechanical
4
resonance noise. j
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4.13	 TEST NO. 15
I
5
DATE:	 6 April 1975	 INSPECTOR:	 J. W. Drain.	 QA & C:	 G. W. Witmer
! BEGINNING CYCLE NO.:	 8049.._
ENDING CYCLE NO.:	 8715 +.
. TOTAL CYCLES THIS TEST:	 666	 TEST TIME: 6 Hours (approximately)
` TORQUE-SETTING AT START Or TEST (ounce/inch):
r
- MTR A:	 120	 mTR . B:	 120	 MTR C:	 120 MTR D:	 120	 MTR E:	 120 .
,. Encoder mounted' on B Motor j
{
ERROR
COUNT IN
CHANNEL NO.	 T/W SETTING	 LAST LOW	 HIGH DEGREES
999	 74,917 3	 74;919 +0
2 . 	999	 74,917 3	 74,919 _
pry . E 3	 999	 74,918 1	 74,919 +0 a
' 4	 99-9	 74,917.- 33	 74,919 +0
_ w
5	 999	 74,917 1	 74,919 ±0
_
}
6	 999	 -	 74,918 9,829
	 74,919 +0
VEEDER ROOT COUNTER READING AT END OF TEST:
VR 1:	 999	 VR 2:	 999	 QTR 3:	 999	 VR 4:	 999	 VR 5: 999
ENDING TORQUE (ounce/inch):
MTR A:	 60	 MTR S:	 70	 MTR C:	 75	 MTR D:	 70	 MTR E: SO
REKBMS:	 Pin in shaft-at sprocket behind knob sheared.	 All units at
t"He wea	 point are now silver soldered.
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4.14	 TEST 140 . 14-.
DATE:	 7 April 1975	 INSPECTOR:	 J. W. Drain QA & C: G. W. Witmer
i BEGINNING CYCLE NO.:	 8, 715
ENDING CYCLE NO.: 	 10,8 60 	.
k 
TOTAL CYCLES THIS TEST. 	 2.145
	
TEST TIME:	 18 Hours (approximately)
TORQUE-SETTING AT START OF TEST (ounce/inch) :
MTR A:	 120	 MTR,B:	 120	 MTR C:	 120	 MTR D: 120	 MTR E:	 120
Encoder Mounted'on C Motor
ERROR
.	 COUNT IN
CHANNEL NO.	 T/W SETTING	 LAST	 LOW HIGH DEGREES
1	 999	 74,904
	 74,888 74,925 +0
-2.6
2 •	 999
	 74, 904
	 .7 4, 891 74, 925' +0
• •	 _ -2.4
3	 999	 74,891
	 74,890 74,925
+0
_2.5
' 4	 999	 74,904	 74,891 748"925
±2.4
l
5	 999	 74,891
	 74,890 74, 92.5
-2.5	 r
6	 ,999	 74,903	 74,.893 74,925 +0:3
VEEDER ROUT COUNTER READING AT END OF TEST:
VR 1:	 999	 VR 2:	 999	 VR 3:	 999	 VR 4 :	 999 VR 5: 999
•	 ENDING TORQUE (ounce/inch):
1
s
- MTR A:	 30	 MTR B:	 35	 MTR C:	 45	 MTR D:	 40 MTR E: 40
REMARKS:
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APPENDIX
SUPPLEMENTAL ENGINEERING INFORMATION
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
COOLING HIGH POWER
KLYSTRONS AEB-17A
4i
Awl ­51A application
enginicaering
bulletin
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INTRODUCTION
The high power levels of present-day microwave
tubes require careful attention to design and
operation of cooling systems. In some cases, in-
adequate or improper cooling due to scale or
corrosion may be the limiting factor in tube life.
Scale is formed as a deposit upon the wetted
surface of the coolant system as the result of the
conversion of a coolant-soluble salt to an insol-
uble compound due to the chemical reaction of
the various elements in the coolant, while cor-
rosion is the result of chemical reaction products
of some portion of the wetted surface itself. This
bulletin discusses causes of scale and corrosion in
liquid-cooled systems and recommends ways to
minimize their occurrence. When cooling is not the
limiting factor in tube life, the precautions and
practices described below may not be required.
The recommendations given are based on a study
of liquid-cooling problems conducted for Varian
Associates by Stanford Research Institute and the
subsequent analysis and correction of the problems
in various field operating situations.
THE KLYSTRON TUBE
The high-power, liquid-cooled klystron generally
is fitted with two cooling paths, one for the col-
lector, the other for the body of the tube. Other
elements of the system which are usually liquid
cooled by the same heat exchange system usually
include the electromagnet, focus coil, and RF
dummy load, and various pieces of microwave
plumbing between tube and antenna.
The coolant flow from the collector inlet fitting
is redirected at the inlet manifold into numerous
small paths arranged around its cylindrical periph-
ery, rejoined in an outlet manifold, and passed out
of the tube via the outlet coolant fitting. If the
direction of flow is of consequence, the connec-
tions are clearly marked on the tube.
The body cooling circuit is intended to cool and
thereby stabilize the operating temperature of the
various microwave cavities and their frequency con-
trol elements (tuners). Again, coolant is generally
lea into and removed from the body of the tube
thru fittings which generally are of the quick-
disconnect, self-sealing type.
In some klystrons, as much as 2 kilowatts per
square inch must be transmitted through the col-
lector wall and dissipated into the coolant. Fre-
quently the heat flux in the collector is not uni-
formly distributed and, at high values of heat
dissipation, a small amount of scale can cause a
large rise in temperature in some portion of the
collector, thus greatly increasing the possibility of
premature tube failure.
The fundamental factors ir•volved in the ex-
change of heat between a body and its liquid cool-
ing medium are:
1. Maximum allowable vacuum wall temperature.
In vacuum tubes using copper, this temperature
should not exceed 300°C.
2. Coolant specific heat
3. Coolant boiling temperature
4. Coolant viscosity
5. Coolant velocity
It is to be noted that any collector design, when
viewed from the simple calculation of coolant
temperature rise versus power dissipated, is con-
servatively over-rated. However, in terms of internal
metal temperatures, hot-spot cal faction problems,
and maintenance of turbulent rather than laminar
flow in the coolant channels. very conservative de-
sign is called for. Cooling channel cross-sections as
small as 0.025 inch by 0.050 inch are not uncom-
mon, and the relative ease with which these channels
can be plugged with foreign particulate matter
must be given careful consideration.
COOLANTS
As a tube coolant, distilled water which is
chemically stable and has high heat transfer capa-
bility is much to be preferred over antifreeze
mixtures. If protection against low temperatures is
required, draining a system or using electric water
heaters during non-operating periods will avoid the
problems introduced by antifreeze.
If a freezing-point depressant is necessary, a
closed cooling system complete with purification
loop can be used with an uninhibited solution of
ethylene glycol and water as the coolant. Although
inhibited glycols are more stable than uninhibited
glycols when the coolant is saturated with air, field
,^ f
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experience has shown that present operating
methods using inhibited glycols are inadequate and
lead to shorter tube life. Inhibited ethylene glycol
cannot be used with coolant purification systems
because the inhibitor will saturate the ion exchange
resin and make it useless.
Continual purification of the coolant, as de-
scribed later, is often de s irable whether water or
antifreeze is used.
Since antifreeze mixtures have lower cooling
capabilities than water, tube ratings established for
water may not apply if antifreezes are used. Before
using antifreezes in Varian tubes, the Field Engi-
neering Department should be consulted for spe-
cific recommendations.
COOLING SYSTEM DESIGN
Tubing, fittings, pumps, and other material
which will be in direct contact with the coolant
should be selected to minimize galvanic action.
Constructing the entire cooling system of a single
metal is difficult; the best compromise is to use
only metals at the "noble" end of the electro-
motive force series. The EMF differences between
these metals and the copper collector are small.
Included in this group are copper, nickel, and such
alloys as bronze, Monel, Inconel, 304L stainless,
and 347 stainless for welded parts. Metals that
should not be used in direct contact with the
coolant include steel, cast iron, galvanized iron,
aluminum, and magnesium. Brass should be used
as sparingly as possible.
All-bronze or stainless steel turbine pumps are
suitable for tubes requiring flows from 5 to 40
gallons per minute at pressures from 85 to 200
pounds per square inch. All-bronze or stainless
centrifugal pumps are suitable for lower pressures.
Teflon-lined hoses are preferred for cooling-
system use because natural or synthetic rubbers
tend to deteriorate when used with hot liquids. If
electrical insulation is required la frequent case),
they should be fabric covered; otherwise, metal
armor may be used.
The cooling system should, in most cases, in-
clude means to continuously purify the coolant.
This can be a purification loop which processes a
small amount of coolant from the main recirculating
17op by removal of soluble salts by ion-exchange,
dissolved oxygen and carbon dioxide, small par-
ticulate matter, and other contaminants. If a mix-
ture of ethylene glycol and water is to be used,
provision must also be made for the removal of
organic breakdown products of the glycol. Pack-
aged purification systems suitable for this purpose
are available.*
Figure I shows a typical arrangement of a
klystron recirculating cooling system with a puri-
fication loop. In general, a single replaceable car-
tridge supplies the filtering, ion-exchange oxygen
removal, and organic removal functions. The system
also includes flow and pressure adjusting valves,
flow meter, and the necessary conductivity cells
and electronics for evaluation of the conditions of
the filter cartridge with respect to metal ion
capture.
As stated before, the filter cartridges and filter
membranes are replaceable, and the size of the
purification system and its operation should be in
accordance with the manufacturer's recommenda-
tion.
Referring again to Figure 1, the main cooling
loop shows particulate filtering (10 to 50 micron
size) between the accumulator tank and pump and
filtering beyond the parallel branching paths to the
various circuits (represented in Figure I by the
collector and body paths in the tube). Ingoing and
return bulk coolant temperature is also monitored.
Pressure measurement is indicated at the pump
head and directly across the collector for reasons to
be discussed later. The collector flow rate should be
continuously monitored. Many systems also in-
clude the control equipment for maintaining the
ingoing coolant temperature at a preset point,
independent of seasonal changes of ambient
temperature.
COOLING SYSTEM OPERATION
All contaminants such as oils, greases, and par-
ticulate matter should be removed from the system
since they may deposit on the heat-exchange
surfaces inside the tube and reduce the heat trans-
fer capability. The cooling loop should, thereiu^ce,
be degreased with a solvent or detergent, followed
by a number of clean water flushings. Also, no
soluble oil inhibitors or stop -Ieak compounds
should be added to the coolant, since detergents,
soluble oils, etc., may cause foaming.
In an installation being put into operation for
the first time, special precautions must be taken to
remove pipe compound, solder salts, teflon pipe-
tape thread seal, bits of solder, etc., etc. With all
the main cooling loop filters in place but with
.ube, magnet, and other components replaced with
jumpering connections, thorough flushing proce-
dures as described above should be carried out.
Then, after cleaning and replacing filters, the
system with tt<be and other components in place,
can be operated in the normal mode.
The area of maintenance of purity in an operat-
ing system is very sensitive if long tube Iife is to be
attained. Manufacturers of purifying equipment
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normally include as part of their package, a method
of monitoring the resistivity of the coolant, which
measures the ion content and other conductive
foreign matter. Ion removal cartridge replacement
is indicated when the coolant leaving the purifica-
tion system falls below I megohm resistivity. A
fresh cartridge at recommended throughput will
provide 10 to I4 megohm coolant back into the
main loop for 2 megohm intake resistance. Rapid
exhaustion of the ion-exchange cartridge may indi-
cate a source of contamination, electrolysis, the
use of inhibited glycol, or that the purification
Ioop lacks sufficient capacity for the bulk coolant
being processed. Membranes in the submicron filter
of the purification loop should be replaced when
the pressure drop across the loop becomes excessive.
In the matter of corrosion effects in the coolant
system, two sources can be recognized, namely the
deterioration of piping, manifolding, and radiator
due to electrolysis between dissimilar metals al-
ready mentioned previously, and the oxidation of
copper material of the tube itself in the areas of
high heat transfer to tI^e coolant, primarily in the
collector. The corrosion rate is directly related to
the amount of dissolved oxygen in the coolant,
and the temperature of the copper collector core;
i.e., the collector power dissipation. In a system
operating at atmospheric pressure at the accumu-
lator tank and with no special pains taken to close
the system from the atmosphere, it is common to
measure 3.5 to 5 parts per million of dissolved
oxygen in the coolant. It should also be recognized
that it is possible to aspirate air into a closed coolant
circuit at the pump rotary seal and at quick-
disconnect fittings, even without evidence of liquid
leakage at these points. Aspiration of air into the
system will result in rapid depletion of oxygen
removal chemicals without indication of a change in
resistance of the coolant. Corrosion-free operation
can only be attained by holding the dissolved
oxygen level to 1.25 parts per million or Iess. This
means that measurements for oxygen-level must
be made frequently.
One alternative to the relatively expensive design
and maintenance problems associated with tight
control of oxygen in the system would be to insti-
tute flushing procedures for the tube which can be
done on a routine maintenance schedule. Figure 1
includes pressure gages at the inlet and outlet ports
of the collector, as well as a flow rate meter in the
collector branch. Collector corrosion effects are
indicated as a slowly increasing pressure differential
across the collector, as the flow rate is held con-
stant by b; ach valve adjustment. Thus, when the
pressure drop across the collector has increased by
20-2517c above that pressure value when the tube
was first installed, the tube should be removed, and
the corrosion products (mainly copper oxide,
C'.uO) can be flushed out or dissolved out of the
cooling channels by means of dilute hydrochloric
acid, followed by a neutralizing flush and then tap
water flushing. It is especially important that flush-
ing procedures be instituted before any of the cool-
ing channels inside the tube become so full of the
corrosion products as to block the flow of the
flushing liquid completely. To this end, it is strongly
recommended that collector flow and pressure
instrumentation be a permanent part of the coolant
system installation. Specific recommendations for
the flushing solution and technique are available
through the Varian 'Tube Division Field Engineering
Department.
The manufacturer's recommendation should, of
course, be followed in the matter of maintenance
of the cooling system as a whole; but in the
interest of obtaining the longest possible tube life,
the following list of adjustment and routine main-
tenance items are presented:
1.Keep the coolant temperature constant and as
low as ambient weather conditions and other
total system requirements will allow.
2. Use clean distilled water for original flushing,
final filling, and make-up.
3. Use ethylene glycol only (do not use automobile
radiator antifreeze).
4. Monitor the condition of the ion-exchange car-
tridge, recognizing that no knowledge of the
condition of the oxygen removal portion of the
cartridge is thereby gained.**
S. Keep the main loop and branch loop filters clean
by routine inspection.
6. Keep the system free of dissolved oxygen or
flush the tube when the collector differential
pressure increases by 25% above the original value
at the equivalent flow rate.
7. Follow the purification loop manufacturer's in-
structions with respect to replacement pro-
cedures for filter membranes and cartridges.
* One manufacturer of suitable equipment is the
Barnstead Still & Sterilizer Company, 2 Louisville
Terrace, Boston 31, Massachusetts.
**The Beckman Instrument Company, among
others, manufactures an instrument which measures
the dissolved oxygen in any liquid by a direct
readout in parts per million.
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COcOL;1l SYSTCNIS
_	 INTRODUCTION
The high power levels at which klystron tubes
operate require careful attention to the mainten-
ance of water purity to assure the best possible
heat dissipation. Any water containing contam-
inants that exceed the limits specified in ibis
bulletin will cause corrosion and scaling. Ordinary
tap water will not meet these specifications.
Distilled water, however, will meet these require-
ments and is the recommended fluid to be used
in klystron cooling systems. Periodic monitoring
of water purity is necessary because the water
can become contaminated by impurities from the
cooling system components and from the surround-
ing environment. These impurities, when combined
with the effects of high surface temperatures,
result in a chemical reaction which causes cor-
rosion and the formation of solids or scaling.
Unchecked corrosion will attack the metals in
the klystron and thus reduce its operating life.
Scaling will prevent efficient heat transfer and will
plug coolant passages. This will greatly increase
the possibility of premature tube failure.
The recommendations given are based on a study
of liquid-cooling problems conducted for Varian
Associates by the Stanford Research Institute and
on subsequent analyses and corrections of problems
in several field operating situations.
WATER PURITY SPECIFICATION
1. The resistivity of the water shall be main-
tained at a level greater than 30 k92/cm3
at 30°C.
2. The pH factor shall be within the range
of 6.0 to 8.0.
3. The particulate matter size shall not be
greater than 50 microns (325 MESH).
4. The inlet water temperature shall not
exceed 70°C and this temperature should
be regulated to ± 5°C.
When the water fails to satisfy any one of these
•	 requirements, prompt action is necessary to cor-
rect these deficiencies. If the water is contaminated,
the system must be flushed and replaced with
clean water. Specific recommendations are de-
scribed in Application Engineering Bulletins AEB-
17B and AEB-32. If the temperature of the water
exceeds 70°C, the heat exchanger systs,n should
be checked or adjusted.
TESTS FOR PURITY
The recommended method for measuring resistivity,
pH and particulate matter is by use of laboratory
instruments. However, simple tests described here
should provide enough information to determine
purity.
1. Appearance of the water is a good general
indicator. If the water looks turbid or
astes or smells brackish, it is good practice
to change the water and flush the system.
2. pH factor is easily checked by using pH
paper or Litmus paper. Sold under a
variety of trade names, pH paper is avail-
able at aquarium or swimming pool equip-
ment supply stores. Direction for use is
usually printed on the pa-kages.
3. Particulate matter and impurities can be
checked by using the foaming test as
described in Application Engineerin g
 Bul-
letin AEB-26.
4. Accurate resistivity should always be mea-
sured with a resistance bridge. Generally
speaking, if the water does not pass the
foaming test, the resistivity is too low.
MAINTAINING WATER PURITY
Continuous purification of the water is the recom-
mended method for maintaining high quality
water. Figure 1 shows a typical purification loop
arrangement. Packaged systems such as this are
available from a number of manufacturers.
In general, these systems consist of replaceable
cartridges that provide the filtering, ion exchange,
and organic solid removal functions. The system
should include flow and pressure gauges and
valves, and conductivity cells for continuous eval-
uation of the condition of the water and filters.
^_Sv
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An alternative to the expensive purification system
would be flushing procedures which could be done
on a planned. maintenance schedule. The time
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"line". The Aivi power in this discrete side-
band is measured and again one may refer to
the line as being a certain number of db down
from the carrier. Since the power in discrete
"lines" is usually much above the residual
tube noise, the bandwidth consideration is
not as important here. However, "lines" are
usually measured with the minimum available
bandwidth.
Since it is quire easy to make an error of either
3 or fi db in applying this concept, an example
will be given: Consider the case of an r-f wave
which is amplitude modulated by a single modu-
lating frequency. Figure I shows the variation
of the r-f voltage with time, and Figure 2 shows
the resulting r-f spectrum.
AE	 f	
RF Wave,
m	 at frequencv f_
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VARIAN ASSOCIATES
• The increasing use of doppler radar systems,
both cw and pulsed, has produced considerable
interest in the noise .+ racteristics of klystron
amplifiers and oscillators and the measurement
of that noise. The reason that noise is impor-
tant in this type of system is that it is necess-
ary to detect and often to measure doppler
shifts that produce frequencies very close to
the carrier and at a power far below the carrier
level. Naturally, if the klystrons (or other trans-
mitting tubes) themselves are producing such
signals, the usefulness of the radar system is
thereby limited. Varian has been engaged in the
production of "low-noise" (riot to be confused
with low noise-figure) klystrons for some time
and has found it necessary to evolve special
noise measuring techniques and the approrriate
equipment to make the measurements. 7 he fol-
lowing notes cover the high points of the noise
subject. More detailed information can be sup-
plied on specific tubes upon request.
First, some definitions must be stated to avoid
ambiguity. In any discussion of noise, the band-
width of interest must be specified. For that
portion of the noise spectrum removed from the
carrier by one-kilocycle or more, measurements
are frequently made in a 1-kc bandwidth. For
that portion of the spectrum closer than one KC
from the carrier a narrow-band spectrum anal y
-zer is used to allow investigation of noise be-
tween the discrete spectrum lines caused by
power-supply ripple voltages and by 60-cycle
pickup.
The defining of AM noise is a simple matter if
one considers rms noise power in any band-
width of interest. This AM noise power is
usually referred to the power in the carrier
with the statement that "AM noise power in a
given bandwidth is a certain number of db down
from the c ier".
If there is a discrete source of unwanted AM,
such as could be caused by a 360-cycle ripple
f	 voltage on a power supply, this is called a
	 Figure 2
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In these figures,
E is the average voltage of the envelope of
the r-f wave, at frequency fo . AE is the peak
amplitude of the modulating voltage, at fre-
quency fm , M is the degree of modulation
and is equal to AE(Peak)
E
The ratio of the power in the carrier to the pow-
er in one sideband is expressed:
db = 20 Iog 10	 E	 (A)
AE (Peak)
2
If the modulation is noise, rather than sinusoidal,
the signal-to-noise ratio is sometimes expressed
as:
db = 20 log io E	 (B}
AE (rms)
Common mistakes arise in forgetting to pro-
perly use peak and rms numbers in the above
formulas, and in not being definite in specify-
ing whether one or both sidebands are being
considered. Formulas A and $ give answers
differing by 3 db in the case of sinusoidal mod-
ulation, but the answers agree if both side-
bands are considered (as they should be).
In general, the same concepts are used in de-
fining and measuring FM noise and FM lines.
FM noise, of course, will appear as energy at
frequencies other than the carrier. It can either
be "hash" or discrete sidebands, and conse-
quently can be most easily defined in terms of
noise power in a given bandwidth. In discussing
FM noise one sometimes refers to "FM noise
power in a given bandwidth being a certain
number of db down from the unmodulated car-
rier". However, it is more common to refer to an
"effective (or rms) frequency deviation" in the
bandwidth of interest, at a certain frequency
region in the spectrum. Strict definitions are re-
quired to tie these two concepts together.
Going back to the basic definition of a frequency
modulated wave which is modulated by a dis-
crere frequency to a certain frequency deviation:
Mf = '\F	 (1)
f
M
where M  = modulation index in radians.
AF = peak deviation in cycles per
second.
fm - modulating frequency in cycles
per second.
Under these conditions the first sideband will be
removed from the carrier by a frequency of f
the second sideband will be removed by 2 fm,
etc. Figure 3 shows the spectrum of a frequency-
modulated wave.
- q
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The amplitudes of the rf voltages in the carrier 	 Consequently, the measured noise power would
and sidebands vary as Bessel functions of the
	
be the same as the power in one of the first-
modulation index. The voltage amplitude of the
	
order sidebands which would be generated by
carrier will vary as Jo (Mf); the amplitude of the	 intentionally modulating the carrier at a fre-
first sideband will vary as J, (Mf), etc. There-	 quencq ( fm ) of 10 kc to a peak deviation of 0.2
f	 fore, the relative amplitude of the power in the 	 cycles. Under these conditions, we would say
carrier and the power in one of the first-order	 the "rms frequency deviation was 0.14 the
sidebands will be
	
cycles per second" (0.2 x .707).
A point to remember is that the power in only
	
db = 20 log 10 Jo 
(hlf)	 one of the two first-order sidebands generated
J I (M f) (2) by an intentional modulation has been con-
sidered. This factor may require a correction of
3 db (to include the other sideband), depending
When the modulation index is small:	
upon the actual measurement technique being
used. So much for definitions.
Jo (Mf) = 1.0	 and
(3)
J I (Mf) - Mf 	 AF
	
2 ~ 2 fm	 (4)
and J2 (Mf) - - - J n (Mf) are negligibly small
Under these circumstances ( 2) becomes:
Typically, a reflex klystron designed for low
ioise use, and operated on "quiet" power sup-
Aies will :lave an AM noise about 100-110 db
)elow the carrier at one-KC removed from the
:arrier. This noise falls off to 110-120 db at
LO KC from the carrier, and is down to 120-130
ib at 50 KC from the carrier. The FM "rms de-
riation" will be about 10-30 cycles at one KC
!rom the carrier. It falls off gradually to about
1/2 to 1f3 of these values at 50 KC from the
:arrier. The above numbers are for a one-KC
bandwidth, a quiet environment, and power sup-
plies which have negligible "noise" in their
output voltages at frequencies above one-KC.
A typical "quiet" reflex klystron supply has
peak- ro-peak ripple of less than 500 microvolts,
negligible voltage spikes due to switching
transients, and less than 20 microvolts rms of
white-noise voltage (per kilocycle bandwidth)
in the beam and reflector voltage outputs.
db = 20 log	 (5)
Equation (5) gives the desired relationship be-
tween• the power in one of the first-order side-
bands and the carrier power, for small modula-
r
	
	
tion indexes. It should be noted that the "db
down" varies both with peak deviation ( AF) and
ythe distance removed from the carrier (fn).
With this relationship it is easy to correlate a Tubes vary greatly in their performance under
y : s- noise pc. wer measured as "so many db below vibration conditions, 	 depending on the indivi-
the carrier", at any place in the spectrum, with dual tube design and the vibration frequency and
an equivalent power which would be generated amplitude.	 Consequently,	 no	 "typical"	 data
by a discrete modulation at the same place in can	 be given.	 Reflex klystrons must be well
the spectrum. For example: isolated from variations in rf load impedance
when	 shaken or the results	 will	 be hard to
f: Suppose we measure FM noise in a one-kc band- duplicate.
width centered 10 KC from the carrier and find
the noise power is 100 db below the carrier Varian has been very active in developing equip-
"s power, ment for measuring very small AM and FM noise
powers close to the carrier. Several different sys-
Izi tems are available -- the complexity in general
l
^ Then:	 100 ^ 20 Iog10	 2 x 10,000  being directly related to the minimum noise to be
AF measured.	 At the present time equipment has
been	 built and used which will measure AM
solving this, noise in a I-KC band, in the spectrum from 1-KC
{ out, to levels of 130 db below the carrier. This
AF = 0.2 cycles peak deviation. equipment will measure FM noise, in the same
}1 3
Ii
ij
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bandwidth and spectrum, having an "ryas de-	 Varian has also been active in developing ex-
viation" as low as 0.05 cycles per second. In 	 tremely `quiet" power supplies far both re-
the spectrum from the carrier to 1-KC removed	 flex klystrons and klystron power amplifiers.
one can measure comparable AM and FM noise 	 These supplies feature do heaters and very low
using a narrower bandwidth. Of course, the same	 ripple and "noise" in the beam and reflector
equipment will also measure discrete "lines" 	 voltage outputs. These are "special" units
having comparable energy content. Built-in 	 rather that catalog items because they -,,"st
calibration is provided for both AM and FM.
	 usually be tailored for the individual application.
While this equipment is much too complex to
	 inquiries are invited on these 'supplies.
discuss here, inquiries are invited regarding
specific noise measurement problems.
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KLY'STRON MODULAT?O
BY BEAM IRIPPLE
MODULATION OF KLYSTRON AMPLIFIERS
DUE TO RIPPLE ON THE BEAM SUPPLY
INTRODUCTION
One of the many questions confronting the designer of a complete
klystron amplifier is the degree of filtering that will be required
in the high voltage beam power supply. Faced by the cost of filter
inductances and condensers on one hand and by system specifica-
tions that must be met on the other hand, the designer must know
what degree of ripple voltage can be tolerated.
The mechanism of the production of amplitude modulated (AM) and
frequency modulated (FM) sidebands is readily understandable
and equations will be derived that will enable the designer to com-
pute the level of unwanted sidebands for known ripple volt-
. L-	 ages, or conversely, with a specified maximum level of sidebands,
to compute the ripple voltage that can be tolerated.
1. AMPLITUDE MODULATION
Let us first consider the subject of generation of unwanted AM sidebands due to power
supply ripple. Suppose we consider the case where the do beam power supply has a
fairly sizable amount of ripple due to insufficient filtering; let us assume that this
ripple is occurring at a frequency of 360 cycles. What this means, of course, is that
the beam voltage is being modulated so that it is first somewhat larger, and then some-
what smaller, than the average level. This modulation is occurring at the 360-cycle
rate. Now remember that this beam voltage is being applied to the klystron, and it is
causing electrons to flow through the klystron tube. When the beam voltage is higher
than the average level (due to the ripple component) more electrons will be drawn
from the cathode and accelerated through the tube. Furthermore, these electrons will
be going somewhat "faster" than the average, due to the higher beam voltage. There-
' fore, the electron beam has more energy than it has on the average. Another way of
stating this is that the begin supply is delivering more power to the tube, than it does
on the average. If we put more do power into the tube, it is logical to expect that we
will get more rf power out of the tube. Conversely, when the power supply ripple is
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causing the beam voltage to be lower than average, we will be putting less do power
into the tube than we do on the average; and we would expect the rf power to be less-
than-average during this time. 'therefore, it is logical to assume that the r£ output
would be amplitude--modulated, at the same rate as the beam voltage is being amplitude-
modulated by the ripple. When we make measurements on a tube we find, indeed, that
this is the case. Fortunately, this is an easy case to compute theoretically and the
equation will be derived showing how large the amplitude--modulation eidebands will be
(relative to the carrier) for a certain percentage beam ripple.
For the purpose of this derivation, we will make the reasonable assumption that the
efficiency of the klystron will remain constant with the minor changes in beam voltage
under consideration.
We will use the following notation:
PTO
 = do beam voltage, in volts
©V0 = beam voltage ripple, (peak-to-zero)
fm = frequency of ripple component, in cycles per second
1  = do beam current, in amperes
K = perveance of electron beam
n = klystron amplifier efficiency (rf power output/dc
power input)
E voltage amplitude of rf output signal (peak--to-zero)
AE = change in rf envelope (peals--to--zero)
f  = rf frequency
G conductance of the rf load
2
AE
RF
Envelope
Tim
RF Wave at
Frequency o
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Using the nomenclature on page 2, the conventional figure for an amplitude-modulated
rf signal, and its spectrum, is shown below.
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REPRESENTATION OF AMPLITUDE-MODULATED SIGNAL
The ratio of the power in the carrier to the power in one sideband in db is:
P o (db) = 20 log o(pE/2)'	 (1)15B
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The rf output from the klystron will. be  some function of the beam voltage, as sketched
below.
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EFFECT OF BEAM RIPPLE AS A FUNCTION OF TIME
E is some farwilon of V0 assuming AVO to be small, then:
AE dV AV0
	(2)
0
Now, in a klystron operating with a space-charge limited beam,
I =KV 3/2
0	 0.
and the de input power is-
5/2	 (4)
Pdc- VoIo I^V0
The rf power output is:
P
rf 2 GEZ ='qPde ijKV 0 5/2	 (5)
4
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and
	
E ^
	 2r7K .^. 5/4
G o
Then
dE _ 5 2r-K V 1/4
dV _ 40	 G o
Dividing (2) by 2E, and substituting (6) and (7) gives:
DE dE_ AVo ` 5 227 K V 114	 AVo	 = 5 AV 
2E dV 2E 4	 .o.	 ^2`^K
	
S Vo
0	 2 , jam— V 5/4V^J G o
F	
r
Substituting (8) in',(1), the ratio of power in the carrier to the power in one sideband in	 i
_	 db is:
P	 Vo	 8 o
	P 	 (db) = 20 logta 5 AV	 (9)1SB	 o
s
.	 where AVo is peak-to-zero ripple voltage. if AV o is in rms terms, (9) becomes:
1
'	 P° (db) = 20 log	 8	 V°	 = 20	l og	 ] .132	 V°	 (10)
P15B	 to 5 ^ AV (rms)to	 AV (rms)o
To solve for the ratio of power in the carrier to the power in both AM sidebands,	 4'
(9) becomes:
P	 V	 V;
^.
	
	
° (db) = 20 log	 8	 0	 20 log	 1. 132	 °	 (I ^)
P2SB
	
to 5	 AV0 (peak)	 to	 AV0(peak)
Y
t
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i	
1
y
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h
•
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(8)
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Let us consider a typical case of a klystron operating at a beam voltage of 20, 000
volts, and having a peak-to -zero ripple of 10 volts, at a ripple frequency of 360 cycles.
Then:
	
Po
—	 1. 132(20,010	 67 db
P 	 (db) - 20 logla '1 	 10 }2SB
Therefore the sum of the power in both sidebands is 67 db below the power in the
carrier; the individual sidebands are 70 db below carrier level and are located at
fo -h 360 cycles.
From the same equation it follows that if the equipment specifications require the
sideband power to be 77 db below carrier at each of the sideband frequencies, the
peak-to-zero ripple must be held to 1 volt.
In terms of rms ripple voltage (11) becomes:
Po
V
	
(db) = 20 log	 1. 132	
O	
- 20 log	 0.8	
Vo	
(12)
SB	 10	 ^ AV0 (rms)	 io	 AV0(rms)
r This equation is applicable for any ripple frequency appearing in the beam supply
'
	
	
voltage, and for frequencies other than harmonics of the power source frequency; i.e.,
any ripple components that might be introduced in a beam supply voltage regulator
circuit.
i
2. PHASE MODULATION
Now let us consider an effect on the rf output of the klystron amplifier, which is called
=:1 1.	 "incidental phase--modulation. " Again let us consider the case where the beam voltageq.	
is being amplitude-modulated by 360-cycle ripple. Since the beam voltage varies
above, and below, the average value, the electrons passing through the tube will
either be going faster or slower than the ,average, depending on the instantaneous beam
voltage level. The result is that some bunches of electrons reach the output cavity a
: .
41
	
	
little quicker than the average, while others reach the cavity a little slower than the
average. The effect is to introduce phase modulation on the rf output, at a 360-cycle
rate. Phase modulation causes sidebands, at frequencies removed from the carrier
t'	 by the ripple voltage frequency. In general, only the "first order" sidebands aref	 large enough to be meaningful. Fortunately, it is easy to compute the effect of ripple
! S.'F
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voltage on phase modulation; and the measured resui m_ agree very well with the theo-
retical computations. Again, we will use the following notation:
V0 = do beam voltage, in volts
AV  = beam voltage ripple (peak-to-zero)
fm = frequency of ripple component
0 = electrical length of the tube from input to output
gap in radians (0 is about 30 radians for a three-
cavity tube and 40 for a four-cavity tube)
L = physical length of tube, between input and output
gaps, in cm
N = electrical length of tube in cycles
T = transit time of electron stream, between input and
output gap, in seconds
00 = peak change of rf phase (due to AVo), in radians
AF = peak change of rf frequency, due to AV 
In a simple electron beam (neglecting relativistic effects), the electron velocity is:
V = ne x 107 V = k /V , cm/sec
	 (13)
and
L	 L	 k2T =v = k ! Vo = r- seconds ;	 (14)
	
0 = 27rN	 (15)
and
foT=N = 0
	
(16)
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Therefore,
0 = 27rfoT .	 (17)
Substituting (14) in (17) gives:
27r f k
o	 t
Taking the derivative with respect to V0 we obtain
D0 W - 2 
k3Vo-3/20Vo	 (19)
Now divide (19) by (18), and drop the negative sign for convenience, since this simply
says that the effective frequency is increased by an increasing beam voltage:
a
AO 
1 k V -3/ZAV 1 AVo	 O	 o
0 2	 kV
- lIz 
- 2 Vo3 o	 (20 ) a
This allows the designer to compute the output phase change (©0) relative to the average
phase, with a given amount of beam voltage ripple. This is frequently tailed the "phase
pushing" factor and after conversion from radians to electrical degrees, is often ex-
pressed in "degrees per volt. "
As an example, let us consider a fairly typical 10-kW CW output tube having a 0 of
40 radians, operating at 15 KV: From (20) we obtain
00 	 0
AV 2Vo	 o	 -	
o
Since one radian = 57.30
A0 _ 40 x 57.3
AV ^ 2 x 15, 000 _- 0.076°/volt ripple .
0
When solving the above equation for pushing factor it must be remembered that both
AV, and 00 must be consistent, either both peak or both rms values. Now, by the
definition of phase and frequency modulation:
Modulation Index = A0 = f F
	
(21)
m
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Substituting (21) in (20) gives:
AV
AF=fin 2 V 
o	 (22)
0
Equation (22) gives the peak frequency change in the rf frequency, when the beam volt-
age has a peals ripple of AV, volts at the ripple frequency, fm.
The same equation applies if AF and AV o are both in rms units.
Since this equation is for a phase-modulated rf signal, the spectrum will show side-
bands at all multiples of the modulation frequency, f m , as sketched below:
J009)
f0
J I (A@)
Jz (0@)
J3
 {OB}
fa-3fm
 fo -2fm 	f0-fm
J3
 ],A')
f +f	 f +2f	 f +3f
o m
	
o m o m
SPECTRUM OF PHASE-MODULATED SIGNAL
Jo(A0), J  (AO), etc., are the carrier and sideband amplitudes, where the "J" terms
are the usual Bessel functions of the modulation index.
Now, if the modulation index (AO) is small, as will usually be the case if the ripple
voltage is small, the carrier N011 be
10(A0) = 1.0 ,
9
rs
9
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(26)
(27)
(28)
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and the first-order sideband
r
'Ap ^ AF
	
J1(G^B}
	 2 ` 2f
	
(23)
J 4
`	
m
The second and higher order sidebands will be negligible. Then, the ratio of the
carrier power to the power in one of the first -order sidebands is:
r.i
Po	 J (A©)	 2f
	
P	 (db) = 20 log in Jo(AB) = 20 log in AF(peak)	
(24)
1SB	 i	 a
It is sometimes convenient to work in rms terms, instead of peak. Under these cir-
cumstances, (24) becomes:
5
	P 	 2f	 %F2 f
o (db) = 20 log	 m	 = 20 log	 m	 (25)
1SBP	 io ^AF(rms)	 is AF(rms)
3
	Also: The ratio of the power in the carrier to the power in both first--order sidebands 	 ;,a
is:
	 F
	
P	 2f	 NF2 f
P2SB (db) = 20 log in 42AF(peak) - 20 log in AF(peak)
or, in rms units:
	
P	 -42-f	 f
P2SB {db} LO log	 20
,^J2 AF(rms)^ 20 log AF(rms) .
Substituting (22) in (26) gives:
o	 P	 2 Nr2_ V	 2V
P2SB (db) _ 20 log loBAVo(peak) 	
20 log10 @AVo(rms) .
ri
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Equation (28) gives the ratio of the power in the carrier to the power in both first-
order sidebands in terms of the rms ripple voltage on the beam supply, when the
ripple is small relative to the total beam voltage. The formula applies to each of the
ripple-voltage frequencies (fm), and is useful when the ripple voltage has been wave-
'	 analyzed to determine the magnitude of the ripple components at eacl , of the ripple
frequencies.
Let us use the same parameters given in the previous example for AM sideband power:
Vo = 20, 000 volts
AVa = 10 volts, peak-to-zero ripple
fm = 360 cycles
0 = 40 radians (assuming a four-cavity amplifier)
Y
	 Solving (20) for A9 gives:
AV
AO = 2 V o _
(46
2)(20,000, - 0.01 radians3a	
= 0. 01 x 57.3° = 0.573° = peak phase excursion,
Solving (21) results in:
AF = Aofm = 0.01(360) = 3.6 cycles = peak frequency deviation .
Solving Equation (28):
2.828 x
	
, 000P2S (db) = 20 log in 	 40 x 10	 = 43 db .B
Consequently the sum of the power in both first-order phase-modulation sidebands is
43 db below the power of the carrier. The power in each of the first-order sidebands
is 46 eb below the carrier and the sideban d s will be located at fo 1- 360 cycles. By
phase-modulation theory we know that the_ i will also be sidebands at f o :L 720,
fo f 1080, cycles etc. However the power in these sidebands will be very low com-
pared to the power in the carrier and the power in the first-order sidebands.
_V, —
